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Elevators Shut DownToo .Expensive
By Gee He's Freaky

very seriously here at Baruch. We
In an effort to streamline are currently formulating a proBy. Marsala Salad
The governor said, "The· college operating costs, the eellege posal to create a search committee
On April 1, Governor proposed budget custs were a is considering immediate suspen- to find a qualified candidate to deal
George Patakkki's declared that bluff. I couldn't in all con- . sion of all elevator service, accord- . with exactly that problem, and we
not only will City University of sciousness hurt the people of ing to a confidential memo that are doing it as fast as we can unNew Yuck not pay tuition, but this great city and state of New cites the high cost of virtually con- der our current financial conthey will also receive FREE me- Yuck."
tinuous elevator repairs which straints. We realize that using the
ringue and reggae lessons.
Patakkki advisors say have little or no effect on service.
stairs may constitute a hardship
Because many Baruch that he is "afraid of CUNY stuIf instituted, the policy for some students, but that is
students cannot attend the par- dents. He is literally checking would shut down all campus eleva- something that we are going to
ties held during club hours; the his rear end every second be- tors. Students and staff would look into."
governor has declared April 6 a cause he is afraid that the have to take stairs to class.
One idea that has been disReggae Fest.
student's chant, 'Patakkki, you
"We're throwing in the cussedis privatization, much like
As competitions will be liar. We'll set your ass on fire,' "towel," said an administrator who certain other campus operations
. held earlier that day, for those win come true. Whether itwill . asked to remain anonymous, 'We such as food Service. His plan calls
who like to limbo and dance the or-not doesn't matter, what mat- just can't. keep the elevators run- for finding a private contractor to
cha-cha.
ters is that all CUNY students ning efficiently, and it's costing us run the elevators, perhapschargBesides the free lessons,. accept the Governor's invitation so much money, so why even bother ing up to 25 cents per floor.
Bar uch.vatud.ent s will get a ..to go camping at City Hall Park t r y i n g ? " .
An unnamed campus em$25,OOOstipe~d·eaeh semester singing eumbaya,and roasting
. ,·According to records, the ployee from the Offiee of Intermiforsl:l=ing~;~1"or!egist~atio~s . marsbmaH()~s.~;, like~· one big.~spen~$15·.~li~nmaintain-.nable Red Tape,sniekered when
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projection, maybe cut from
Baruch's budget under Governor
Patakkki's EXeeutionBudget.
AlthougJt the University officeof Eleyator Policy and Opera,tions had no comment, President
Matthew Ooldstein released the
, following statement: "The elevamembers relaxing environment to . tors are a problem that we take
let them escape from the stressful

Barndt's Pornography
Club" Is a Huge Success
By Joanne Oooohh

Baruch's newly established Pornography Club has attracted numerous members to its
meeting place every Thursday during club hours.. It started as a secret society which held its meetings in the janitor's room, and it
expanded quickly into the most
popu lar club organization in
Baruch history.
The Pornography Club
originated as a four person club
consisting ofthe club president Richard Browne, the club vice president Brennon Marcano, the club
treasurer J. Guo, and the porno
film advisor and critic Cosmo
Kramer. Each week they would
gather in the janitor's room and
watch porno films with their
'smuggled in TV and VCR. Their
members grew after the janitor
discovered their secret and spread
the words around. Although at
first there were a few protests from
some conservative students, ~n
they all stopped complaining since
they all became members of this
club.
''The purpose of this club
is to provide Baruch students with
an entertainment that they all enjoy, and a recent survey revealed
that ~ographyis their favorite
entertainment, This club offers. its

the eleva·tors - they think they

have problems .now!" he laughed.
"Just wait."
The college is also examining other budget-eutting program
reduction, such as limiting flights
on the Baruch Helieopter Shuttle,
which links allBaruch buildingvia
heliports on~~~~._
.~ ;..-. . ~.,

Gingrinch Is NI""a
::,~~=::~;;:~i:~ .Grinch After A1I:~~d;;
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The president of this club
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PomographyClub is so successful.
"-_;:'-~~""'"' .: '!.~.":'.~ ••:
Itwashisideatopublicizethisclub By Jen Smurlo
plaining about-tif:t·~~D.
and charge membership fee so he
In a small private ban- "Tuition is halved, but::W,hat
could make a .few extrabuclts to quet inside the 25th Street about servic~~~·.."Is $4·15h,Jion
save up for the $1000 tuition hike. Building's posh conference cen- going to mak~:!tfebet~the
With his shrewd business mind, he ter, Republican majority leader students if.t~~a~'~ake
started to charge a$150 member- Newt Gingrich announce his _ a course ill~~ini.:J."~ . an d
ship fee which new members decision to donate over $4· bil- "Why is fhe:~'~ng-:-tobe
gladly paid. The membership fee lion to Baruch College to go to- named after,~iiPfle~.f'~phib
is worth its price since members wards paying half of students; ians?"':'·;' ': ... "';'-~"~: '';---{~ <
will receive a membership card, a tuition over the next 5 years.
Gingrich's aor.Wt apcatalog of' the most recent porno The donation was given under pearance here2.P-_)-~.a~s', was
films, a dozen glow in the dark the condition that the William a surprisepee'~~.~"Were.no
neon colored condoms, a fruit fla- and Anita Newman Library be announcements th~~:Itt~ould
vored lubricator, and a "do it your- renamed :'The Newt, Sal, .and be coming t~_the,c8'GI.¥ester
self' kit.
Mander LIbrary," and that stu- day. Securlty.~~~r:ru~~~"':tosurThe executive officers of dents engage in a one-credit round GingrtCh who;:;vii issued
the Pornography Club all have co ur se designed to educate a special one-da~~ ID to
very distinctive personalities. The them on the finer po5ints of keep as a souvenir of his visit.
presidentDickie Browne is an ex- Congressional lobbying.
Administrative officials from
porno super star who quits acting _
The donation sparked a Capitol Hill said that "Mr.
to contribute something more pro- lot of controversy on the UCLA Gingrich is known to just drop·
. ductive to the Baruch community campus, though, and comments in on people; he-has a rather
besides his good looks and luscious overhe ard in 'the classrooms odd sense of timing and has
body. The vice president Brennon lead to heated arguments and viewed his spontaneity as an
Marcano is a super sex fiend who confusion. Many students and asset."
Continuued on page 4
professors were heard com-
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Go ve rno r Ge org e Pa tak kk i ha s pro po sed bu dg et cu ts ne arl y
acr oss the bo ard for Ne w Yo rk Sta te age nci es, an d Cit y Unive rsi ty is no exc ept ion . Th e Ba ruc h ad mi nis tra tio n, tho ug h,
is to be, co mm en de d for the ir pla n to inc rea se rev en ue by
ma kin g the pla nn ed Sit e "B" int o a mo ne y ma kin g ve ntu re,
a
'as
ilt
bu
be,
to
y
ilit
fac
the
of
st
mo
for
ls
cal
n
pla
w
ne
e
Th
nco
for
t
ren
uld
co
s
up
gro
ich
wh
r
nte
ce
ce
ren
nfe
co
d
an
tel
ho
ve nti on s an d aff air s. It's hig h tim e tha t a sch oo l lik e Ba ruc h,
wh ich pla ces an em ph asi s on its Sc ho ol of Bu sin ess , act ua lly
en ter s the rou gh -an d-t um ble wo rld of en tre pre ne urs hip .
Of co urs e, litt le spa ce wo uld be de dic ate d to cla ssr oo ms
an d oth er tea ch ing fac ilit ies , bu t tha t wo n't be a pro ble m. .
Af ter all, wh en Go ve rno r Pa tak kk i is do ne re- ma kin g sta te
spe nd ing po lic ies in, his ow n im age , Ba ruc h will ha ve litt le
ed
pp
dro
ve
ha
l
wil
nts
de
stu
ny
ma
so
ce
sin
,
ms
oo
ssr
cla
for
e
,us
ou t.
Also to be ap pla ud ed is the ad mi nis tra tio n's dec isi on to
ret ain an ex pe rie nc ed ma na ge r to ov ers ee the co nst ruc tio n
an d run nin g of the Ba ruc h Ho tel an d Co nfe ren ce Ce nte r. Wi th
a ma na ge r lik e Fa bia n Pa lom ino , un til rec en tly the CEO of the
Jac ob .Iavits Co nv ent ion Ce nte r, Ba ruc h sho uld ha ve rio tro ub le
h
ruc
Ba
is
s
los
r's
nte
Ce
its
jav
e
Th
ry.
ust
ind
the
o
int
ing
ak
bre
'
Co lle ge' s gai n.
jus t on e-q ue sti on : wh y .is','Baruth spe nd ing , so m. uch tim e
an d mo ne y to acq uir e an dle ve l the blo ck on wh ich Sit e "B" is
pla nn ed ? Ju st a blo ck aw ay fro m 3~O Pa rk Av enu e So uth is
som e of the 1110st pri me un de ve lop ed rea l est ate in the cit y:
Ma dis on Sq ua re Pa rk. ~ y de mo lis h exi sti ng str uc tur es wh en
the pa rk is all rea dy to be ,bu ilt on wi th no de mo liti on ina
of
nt
rta
po
im
too
is
rk
pa
a
t
tha
n
lai
mp
co
ll
wi
e
l11
'So
d?
__ vo lve
a
s
at'
Wh
ve.
ati
rel
is
ng
thi
ery
ev
t
bu
,
on
ild
bu
to
rce
ou
res
pa rk to a sta te tha t wo uld de str oy a ed uc ati on ?

"He is literally ch ec kin g hi s rear en d every.
ec on d because he is af ra id th at the student's
hant, 'P at ak kk i, yo u liar. We'1I set yo ur ass
n fire, , will come tru e."
Th e Go ve rn or 's sp ok esp ers on , on wh y Pa tak kk i'
ha s ch an ge d his mi nd on rai sin g tui tio n.

Estab lishe d in 1932

Fau na Deco r
Inter ior Desi gner
El Rico Thor n-in- my-s ide
M~ng 1jDgedito r
Gee, He's Frea kie
Petty -new s edito r

Ba ruc h College • Cit y Un ive rsi ty of New Yo rk

CaD dy Dell a Cutt moa t
Exas perat ed edito r

Ex ha le
Be tte r,
Pr ot ec te d
Th an
In fe ct ed

Juan -Ton io Ben nett Que Mac ho
Busi ness & Blue s edito r
Joan ne Ooo ohh
Shit- list edito r
Mali ckm y Toes
Darr en Hea rtles s
Funk y duo
Cosm o Kram er

Lone some edito r

-u« Senyszyn,

Kim bo Rob inho od

Phot o edito r?
Dick ie Brow ne
Copi e editr o
Hidi ng Her Ma~D e88
Add me mana ger

Pa ge 9
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Business

Bea m Up Scot ty
Plea se Assi st Us!!!

Vi cti ms O f

Shar on Miss -Ing
Take -out wait ress

Th e St at e
Bu dg et

Hilld egar d Cape Dan
Hard ware speci alist
Rozz Bere nste in
Alou ie1o us1J slam ande r' '
D&$ Cons ultan ts

St af f
Eric a Conc epci6 n para Man ly
Marl on Del-V alle
Jaso n Elme r's Son
And rea Smit h
Ulys ses S. Gran t
Wen dell Hind s' Ketc hup
Mich ael Luka j
Kelly Mod e
Benn et Saue r
Mars ala Sala d
Ray Mark et
Jenn ie Ooh Lala
Miri ana Ram
Man ly Rod
Robe rt Mau rer
Harr y Vale t Park ing
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Camacho,
Pa ge l3

Fe atu re s
Th e Ai sa n
St ud ie s
Fo ru m
»James Yen,
Pa ge 19

The Tick ler is pub lish ed
onc e in a blue moo n, by
who mev er is craz y eno ugh to
do it, som ewh ere in New
Yuc k. All wor k and slac king
off is don e by Uni vers ity at the
Cor ner of Lex ingt on Ave nue
, neve rgra duat es, No con trib u- tion s (of plan t-lif e and pain tings ) will be refu sed. Our office is' nev er ope n dur ing
scho ol hou rs (try us on Satu rday s and Frid ay nigh ts). Any
disp lay or adv ertis ing que stion s shou ld be kept to you r
dam n self ! For dis- info rma tion , call (212 ) 802 -FO OL.

Ar ts
'Iu pa c Up
Ag ai ns t
Th e W or ld
«M an ny

Ro dri gu ez,
Pa ge 27

.T en T lt ou sa nd M ar ch O n C it y H al l
Students, Fa cul ty An d Others Stage La rge st Pr ote st Yet
By D.J. Fric ke
A stud ent-o rgan ized rally drew
10,0 00 peop le to City Hall Plaz a on
Thu rsda y, Mar ch 23" to prot est
Gov erno r Geor ge Pata ki's plan to
cut milli ons from the budg ets of
the state 's two univ ersit y syste ms,
inclu ding $162 milli on from the
City Univ ersit y of New York.
The cuts, ifpa ssed by the state
legis latur e, wou ld man ifest them selve s in incre ased tuiti on and the
scali ng back or total elim inati on of
s::
and
,
rams
prog
aid
cial
som e finan
~
s::
wou ld grea tly affec t who coul d af:E
ford to atten d publ ic colle ge in New
~
,
York .
~' ,
-',
. eWe do not cont rol the i n s t i t u
rs gath ered at City RaIl Plaz a on Mar eh
tion s that we, as stud ents , mus t Ten thou MDd dem oDS trato e Pat8 ld's Exec utiv e Bucl get
'
cont rol," said a York Coll ege stu- 23 to prot est Gov erno r ~rg
h have Som e offic ers carr ied gas mas ks
dent who wou ld only iden tify her- dent Pow er Mov emen t, whic
dire et and bund les of plas tic hand cuff s.
to
ts'
poin
eal
asfo
rged
eme
a.
Erik
self as
"The y say we shou ld be hom e
y
man
t
wha
in,
ism
activ
ent
stud
were
s
ester
prot
'the
of
y
Man
jn~ Jl~ "sa id~ .Ti mot hy
baV t!c x>U !~i ~.~ ~~, ~~. ~"n! .~d.Oi1
stud enb frozn CUN Y .and Stat e
fBIj''i ••'_ ''· Bep - '
!. fiE J";l1H1C '" ..P~~,'
, ' ,~l1.Ve~lfj'9f,N'~w" Y()r~ C6~,' , war to decide, the
, 'tist- -Cht trell- jn-Q tteel ts--a s--he 'ad-~'
but man y othe r grou ps were -repr e.. ' eduCation'iii-this-State. "--'
hola r
. "Dep endi ng on wha t happ ens, dres sed the angr y crow d. "Ase
sent ed, inclu ding high school stury is not a bibli Oma niac - a scho lar is
dRo
"sai
ore,
dom
veto
ayha
wem
and'
d,
atten
sto
clas
cut
who
dent s
ent and orga nize r som eone who mak es hist ory. "
3,OO Ofac ulty memb ersi ncap s~d Dun ne, a stud
mig ht Mitc hell is curr entl y enga ged in a
gow ns who mar ched over the from Baru ch College. 'We
16-d ay hung er.st rike, prim arily to
Broo klyn Brid ge to join the pro- have to have sit-in s. ~
d as prot est May or Rud olph Giul iani' s
fille
ually
grad
a
Plaz
The
sts,
arre
60
rted
repo
e
Polic
test.
ut the inten t to sell two publ ic hosp itals .
mos tly occu rring towa rd the end of grou ps arriv ed thro ugho
And histo ry was wha t was, be-'
, enwha t was othe rwis e a peac eful dem - mor ning and early after noon
hole s ing mad e; the prot est was calle d
ided
prov
the
ugh
thro
g
terin
n.
ratio
onst
ers the larg est stud ent dem onst ratio n
, The rally was the culm inati on, in the ring of 2,00 0 polic e offic
'
site,
and the mos t succ essfu l, ofa serie s depl oyed in a ring arou nd the two
Cont inued on page five
in
of prot ests orga nize d byin depe n- as well as on rooft ops and
head .
dent stud ent grou ps like the Stu- helic opte rs that circl ed over

Pa ne l Ex am in es Jo ur na lis m In Cy be rs pa ce
>

Re ute rs Sp on sor ed Le ctu re Lo ok s Int o Fu tur e
By Ros ario Mas trog iaeo mo
Mon ths befo re The New York
Time s, The Wall Stre et Jour nal, or
even the main strea m com pute r

publ icati ons decl ared tbe Pent ium
"un saf e,~ ple on the Inte rnet
were well awa re of the divis ion
erro r in Inte rs micr opro cess or.

Would-be cybe r jour nalis ts were
-able to, "sco op" 'the, main strea m
publ icati ons beca use ~eybad aeeees to a sea of biCormation just a
or a key,&trake awa y on thei r
'com pute rs.
, OnM areh 30,t heB aruc hjou rnaliS m prog ram, alon g 'with the'
Beu ters foundation, spon sore d a
, 'pan el, .dise ussio n ~Journalism In

.cliclt

Cybe rspac e, New Media,~ewCballeng es, New Jobs ?" atth eWi Diam
and Anit a New man Libr ary, 151
E. 25th St. in the 7th floor Conf erence Cent er. A pane l offiv eexp erts
talk ed abou t issue s eonc emin gthe

k Inuse of the Inte rnet in jour nalis m seni or rese arch er at New swee
teractive.
and the Inte rnet as a new med ia.
Prof esso r Zoe gave the audi Afte r a light lunch, at abou t
abou t 150 stud ents and
1:30 the diseu ssion bega n. Prof es- enee
at the
sor Bos9'n Bern stein , dire etor of facu lty' mem bers a look
seree D.
thejo urna lism prog ram at Baru ch Inte rnet via a proj ectio n
le
intro duce d the two mod erato rs, Usin gNe tsea pe,w hieh isav ailab
putProf esso rs Gen e Mar low and to all Baru ch stud ents at c:om
r
Luci nda Zoe. Bern stein said she en in the libra ry and the com pute
of
embraeed the new ~() log ybut lab, .she gave a' brie f syno psis
met ,
"I .am not one who belie ves the wba tone ean' doW ith the Inte
a colleetion inter conn ecte d ·netdeat h Of prin t is here ." ,
Prof esso r Mar low talked brief ly wor bspa nnjn gcou ntrie stbr ough -,'
abou t the histo ry of the Inte rnet out ~e worl d. '
UsiD gsue h'too ls as Netaeape"
before intro duci ng the five pane l~ one
ists:. Fran k Beacham oCba:tert:M:tive Gop her, Mosaic,C)r Veroni
piec es
Age, Rieb Jaroe1ovsky, man agin g " basa cceS 8tOa wide varie tyof
grap hedito r of the' Wall Stre et Jour nal of info rmat ion suel l as-te xt.
t
Interactive, Dick Jone s, pres iden t ies and vide o. Anyone~for the mos
rmaofth e New York chap ter of the' part , ,has aece ss to this, info
International Com mun icati on So- tion'; eith er thro ugh a com mon carciety , And rew Nibl ey, edit or and
exec utive viee pres iden t ofReute1"8
New Med ia, and ,Jennifer Tana ka"
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The Internet: Reuters
Panel Discusses Future
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rier, such as Prodigy,
Compuserve, or American On
Line (on a personal computer), or
through a host computer at institutions; such as CUNYVM at
Baruch' and other City University of New York Schools.
.
All of the panelists agreed
that this new medium will be and
is a very powerful tool for journalists today. "I think it offers
one of the greatest opportunities
to journalists," said Beacham. He
went on to say that you can reach
a worldwide audience with relatively little cost. Jaroslovsky
agreed, and said that everyone
has access or owns the Internet
so it is "leveling the playing field."
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Internet Advantage For
Big Business?
A lot was said of the impact

brand name publishers have versus unknown publishers. The issue raised was that companies
with a lot of capital to invest in
their on-line service will overshadow small publishers who cannot advertise or generate the advertising support to finance their
services. "Affects of corporate
deep pockets will show," said
Tanaka. She went on to say that
people,-teDG tQ tqlilt "something
-"
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mainstream, they failed to address those people who fear; or
even hate this new technology.
One student, at the back of the
room, showed disdain and said
that he has had nothing but bad
experiences with the Internet.
"M~st of the information is garbage. How can you have a press
conference when you have nothing to say?" Jones answered by
saying that you must use your
mind as a tool to find the information that is important to you, and
this vast information will make
you a better journalist and person."
.
But the student's point was
certainly a valid question: Will
this new media leave the traditional journalist, who doesn't accept it, behind and how will people
who cannot comprehend or begin
to understand this new media be
able to survive in a world that
revolves around it?
Professor Leon Wynter of the
journalism program touched upon
this when he asked if publishers
are now looking for journalists
"with a new set of skills."
Beacham answered yes, for the
most part. "I am very conscious
now that I'm facing a multimedia
world."

Government Censorship

CUNY Alumni Still
Support Their. School
By D.J. Fricke
About 30 prominent New

Yorkers, all alumni of the City
University of New York, participated in a Lincoln Genter press
conference on March 30, in which
many directly attributed their
success to the University, and
some took the opportunity to denounce impending budget cuts.
Among those gathered included several alumni of Baruch
College: Robert Friedman, limited partner, Goldman Sachs,
1967; Joseph Chu, executive vice
president, Safra National Bank,
1971; and Miguel Fuentes, executive director, Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center, 1973.
"The alumni gathered here today are high achievers in their
respective fields," said Jay
Hershenson, Vice Chancellor for
university relations, himself a
CUNY graduate. "In particular,
they are employers of note in the
city, and ardent supporters of the
university."
As each of the alumni stood to
introduce themselves, many delivered testimonials to CUNY as
a vehicle to their success.
"If it wasn't for my Lehman
education, I wouldn't have the
blJ~iness I have today," said
~lson Gisbert (Lehman, 1969),
CEO and founder of Nelson Maintenance Services, who said that
-

that's packaged well;" and- that
because big business can generate the capital to invest, they will
set themselves apart so that the
small guys will not be able to
compete.
Dick Jones disagreed. He said
that with the Internet, ajournalist doesn't require a national or
international publisher to "get
slick - If you have a paint of
view and you're able to position it
well, you can be read on the
Internet. In the Internet, it is
possible to stake out a niche."
J aroslovsky agreed and said that
a brand name gives you a "leg up"
but not an advantage. He also
said that even big publishers on
American On Line have been criticized when they provided little
more that text, or what people
could get at any news stand.
''Brand name is not a guarantee
to success," said Jaroslovsky.
This brought a discussion as
to the Internet's genre. Tanaka
said the Internet is "a new way to
tell stories, a way that was never
possible before." Frank Beacham
said there is a wonderful opportunity to tell stories using
hypertext. Hypertext looks like
regular text on screen except some
words are highlighted. When
these words are selected, you can
enter another document or set of
text about that particular subject. A children's book, for example, might have some words
highlighted, and when selected,
have the definition pop up.
~le all the panelists believed that this new form of media will soon
he accepted into the
.
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if they had not attended college.
In addition, the report found,
more than 75 percent remain and
work in New York City, many of
whom become corporate leaders
who employ "tens of thousands of
workers."
"Rather than viewing CUNY
as an expense center, it should
really be viewed as a profit center," said Irwin Schneiderman
(Brooklyn 1943), senior counsel,
Cahill, Gordon & Reindel.
The event, held in tbe Stanley
Kaplan Penthouse ofLincoln Center, included Stanley Kaplan (City
College, 1~39), the benefactor after whom the room was named;
Nathan Leventhal (Queens,
1963), president of Lincoln Center and former first deputy mayor;
and Regina Resnick (Hunter,
1942), a star of the Metropolitan
Opera.

Andrew Heller
and Ray Mercado,
candidates for the
DSSG Presidency,
~ will debate each
other on April 6,
~~t:~O~2:5~.l!.m.,
in 'oom.

he started Lehman in 1965 as a
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company now employs-6<JOpeople
and did $39 million in sales last
year, according to Gisbert.
"I have no way ofpaying back
to the City University what the
City University has done for me,
as ail individual, [and] for what it
has done for my family," said
Gisbert. "I have created a standard of living for me and my familythat I never dreamed possible."
Many alumni alluded to a
CUNY ~!!1dY_.Qn_!ts~on!lmi~im__
pact on the city, which found that
CUNY graduates, who tend to get
higher-payingjobs, pay $477 million more annually in taxes than
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360 ParkAvenue
South.
Students are
encouraged to
attend.
The debate is
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Three Thousand Professors March From Brooklyn
~
U)

Join Students At City Hall In Show ofSupportAgainst Proposed Budget Cuts

trical technology program will
By Luz Ortiz
be cut," said Nasser Abdellatif,
Thousands of police dressed
a professor of electrical technol•
in riot gear flanked barricades
ogy 'at Bronx Community Coland lined the streets as thoulege. ''This program serves all
sands
of
faculty
and
students
10
of the Bronx and Manhattan. If
.~
past, present, and future - from
cut, the students' only choice
~ across the ci ty took to the streets
may be to go to Brooklyn. The
on March 23 in a rally to protest
commute will be extremely hard,
the cuts to the City University
especially for evening students."
of New York and the State Uni- .
Tony Nadal, of the Puerto
versity of New York proposed
Rican Studies Department and
by Governor George Pataki and
Coordinator of the Caribbean
Mayor Rudolph Guiliani.
Studies program at Brooklyn
As one contingent, of two to
College, both of which he said
three thousand massed at New
were in danger of being cut, conYork Technical College in
tributed to the volume of the
Brooklyn, thousands more pro~ march by beating a drum. "Of
testers awaited them in front of
; the 525 faculty members at
City Hall in answer to a call to
g... Brooklyn College, 12 are Puerto
arms against proposed cuts in
~. Rican, and one is Cuban," said
education funding.
o
=' Nadal. "We're here to make sure
The Brooklyn contingent,
no one forgets us."
largely faculty' from both uni- A faculty member addresses the 10,000 gathered protesters, after
Simon Herelle, Baruch class versities, marched over the marching across the Brooklyn Bridge from New York City Technical
. of 1993, marched cane in hand,
Brooklyn Bridge, many in aca- College on March 23.
demic caps and gowns with black yes, I'll lose my job, but my pri- Feigenberg, professor of archi- undeterred by his broken knee.
veils over their faces and carry- mary con cern is the cuts to the tecture at City College, carried "I'm still a CUNY fan, so I'm
ing signs and banners reading: students, especially minority a skeleton with no head. When here to show support," said
"No Death Penalty For SUNY students," said Patricia Harris asked about the significance of Herelle, a past president of Day
and CUNY," and "Pataki to Campbell, a secretary in the the missing head, Feigenberg Session Student Government at
Youth: 'Prepare for Jail, Not Academic Skills Program, which said ''This is Pataki's plan for Baruch.
education. Headless, brainless, ~
"Everybody. is going to lose
administers SEEK.
College.
something," said Anamika Das,
Many CUNY and SUNY col- heartless, gutless."
"1'11 Lose My Job, But•.. "
a junior majoring in computer
leges, including Baruch, were
Fear
of
Program
Cuts
science at Baruch. "We're
Many expressed concern, . represented in the march across
Many expressed concern for middle class people here. We
and hoped to engender a change the Brooklyn Bridge, and signs
of minds by marching. "If the of anger at the governor's pro- the future of their programs. don't make a lot of money."
SEEK program is eliminated, posals were evident. Alan ''There's a chance the entire elec-

1:en Thousand Rally Against Exec Budget
From page one
in New York City in years.
Sheldon Weinbaum, distin, guished professor of engineering at the City College of New
York, and chair of the CUNY
Coalition of Concerned Faculty
and Staff, called the 3,000 faculty marchers "ten ·times the
faculty as at any other demonstration."
Mitchell was one of the many
speakers who addressed the
crowd, some drawing on their
own situations. "I'm a single
Puerto Rican mother; I'm exactly what they're trying to cut
out," said Lizette Alicia, a student at Hunter College. "1 refuse
to be a statistic."
"Don't ever let anyone tell
you that you got to beg some

politician for the right to go to
school," said a man who identifled himself as Larry Holmes. .
.Other speakers represented
activist groups and labor unions,
including the Communications
Workers of America, one of the
state's largest unions. "The
unions that represent your parents are behind you one hundred percent," said Arthur
Cheliotes of the CWA.

Police Report 60Arrests
Around 3:,00 p.m., the otherwise peaceful rally took a more
militant turn, as a radical contingent reportedly tried to break
through the police line to extend the protest to Wall Street,
exacerbating an already tense
situation caused by the police
depa;rtment's refusal to let

people leave the site, despite
many requests by protester to
be allowed to leave. The police
line held, but 16 people were
injured and 60 arrested, as the
police reportedly fired chemical
mace to disperse the mob.
Gov. Pataki's Executive
Budget, which institutes deep
spending cuts almost across the
board, is designed to close aprojected $5 billion state budgetgap. The proposal must be voted
on by both houses of the State
Legislature. Many people see
the Democratic-controlled Assembly to be the last line of de- .
fense for state programs, .includiDg education.

Unprecedented Cuts
Although. CUNY is no
stranger to budget cuts, Pataki's

proposed budget cuts are unprecedented, reducing or eliminating financial aid programs
which mostly serve minority
students, many of whom report
that they would -be unable to
afford to attend CUNY if their
financial aid is cut at the same
time their tuition is raised.
An undercurren t of support
was detectable a mon g the
passers-by who stared .in .curiosity at the groups marching to
join the rally. "Yo, I'm down
with it," said a man loading a
truck on nearby Broadway, after jhe reasons for the protest
were explained to him.
. A well-dressed man, watching marehers cross Union
Square enroute to City Hall,
would only say "1 didn't vote for
him."
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High School Students
Cut Class To Join Rally
"They don't want us to be on welfare, but
don't want to educate us either"

.tudent.

pARf:TlMEOPPORlUNmeS
FOR PACKAGE HANDLERS!
S7.00/hr. & S7.50/hr..to start

ward R. Murrow High School.
By Marcela Solano .
"They don't want us to be on.
Some 3,000 high school
PWS TUmON ASSISTANCE!
teachers and students joined welfare, but don't want to eduLOAD AND UNLOAD TRUCKS - 3·5 HOURS A DAY
students from City University cate us either," said another stuGRAVEYARD, EVENING AND 'AFTERNOON~RS AVAILABLE
of New York at City Hall on dent. "What do they want from
March 23, to protest Governor us?"
APPLY IN PERSON: MON.-FRI., 9 AM to 5 PM
.
While
various
CUNY
stuGeorge Pataki's proposed buddents and represeneauives of
get cuts.
"Our students should know interest groups spoke at the
that their future is in their podium, one high school student
hands," said Phil Farnham, a climbed the four flagpoles and,
FOLLOW MAP!
to
the
cheers
of
crowd
below,
teacher at a public alternative
high school at Bronx Commu- hung a Dominican flag, a Puerto
Rican flag, an African flag, and
nity College.
HU
C7IIlSt. .•
Despite the thousands of an American flag.
Maspeth. NY t1371
."This rally is more educaBY CAR: TaII8 LI.E. west to 6911'I and Grand. MaD
high school students who cut
left on Grand. 1IIen maIl8 rigbf on 471h Sf.• -..n
class, the number that .actuallY .tional than a lesson taught in a
fClIIaW map.
01came to the rally and remained classroom," said Emma Record,
1*8 LI~E. to MaIRe ... exII. lIeD left on
MaurIce 11II.. bear 11Ift onto Maspe1b AvenUe.
throughout the daywas small, an American History teacher at
1aII8 to . . . Sf. and maIII a...
()I .
said high sehool students who WestSide High School in ManFrom
lrooldYn:
To. B.Q.E. East; go over
attended, but those who stayed hattan. "It teaches young stu. . .1uIIe1ridge. . . , III
get·oft
Sf.
OIIID all St.1IIIato
were well-versed on the issues. dents that they can change their
end. ....
situations and lifestyles by beBY 1RAIM: 1aIII L
_ Q5I bUS to
411b St.; _ - Teen-Agers "Don't Want
ing socially involved and let01·-,' ..
ting· their voices be heard by the
111II7. ~u~~·tD Ga.lns PlaZa....... Q3I"
. arQ17 . _ . ~map.
.ToLiveQn Welfare"
Ameri~government."
BY IUS:
-'711.•• and8nDl. .
"N~ cuts should be allowed"lt:~agood'forhigh school
ClI7tD '.~' ·
Sf.
because th.e are many teen- stud~~~participate,because. . B30te... -; ~.>~~
age girls it.l;~is city who don't theY.are.~future and need to
- -"'..:-<. - If:
" -d . -be invol~ed'inthi'sprocess,"-said
wan·
'
.
t t 0 1 l~we are sal a, . -.' .:..'. .
15 . .:f~4td tf: 'om Ed- LIDnette.j.a ral~y marshal and
year o ..:~~~?,~ e~~. r. .. »': . .gJ;adu~~::'~J1io,r._ ~ .
...... _.,~, ... ~-::.::",.~~~'~~>.;.~~.i_:;'-'- __ .: -r.:-:~:~ .... ~ __ .-"..:...... ~_~.;..:.,~~~.J;;;j:.;"

...

Above: Some ofthe 300 Boruch
who ~ leaving the
train station at Canal St. preparing for the final leg of the march.

Above: Police on scooters escort marcher» from Baruch enroute to
City Hall.

Below: CUNY students at the protest show their support.

Beloun Some police carried plastic handcuffs,
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LIBRARY WINS AWARDS
The William and Anita Newman Library, which has attracted three
'0. times the number ofreaders as the former library, has recently won two
« prestigious awards:
• The Lucy G. Moses Preservation Award, presented by the New York
Landmarks Conservancy committee, celebrates contributions to architecturaIheritage. The conversion of the landmark Lexington Building,
a former power plant, into the BaruchLibrary and Technology Center,
was hailed as a "superb adaptive use."
• The .Excellence in Architecture Award, sponsored jointly by the
American Institute ofArchitects and the American Library Association,
for excellence in architecture.
The library has also been nominated for yet a third notable distinction: the preservation award of the Municipal Arts Society,
10

LECTURE ON ECONOMICS OF ITALY
There will be a lecture on ''Politics and Economics of Contemporary
Italy" on Thursday, April 6, from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. in Room 1703 of 360
Park Avenue South.
The lecture will be delivered by Dr. Guiseppe Ammendola of the
Calandra Italian-American Institute, and is open to students, faculty,
and staff. For further information call Pierre Tribaudi, (212) 447-3521.

PROFESSOR DELIVERS PAPER .
Professor Stephen Sussna of the law department recently delivered
a paper at the 74th annual meeting of the Transportation Research
Board in Washington, D.C., a unit of the National Research Council,
which serves as an independent advisor to the federal government.
Dr. Sussna's presentation dealt with improving highest and best use
analysis to solve land use, eminent domain, and transportation problems.
~

FELLOWSHIP AVAILA8LE
The Clark Fellows program will award one fellowship of $45,000 to
an exceptional undergraduate in the New York City area who is interested in pursuing graduate studies in public sector management toward

holding a position in community-based or non-profit organizations.
Applicants must have junior status or above.
The application deadline is April 7. For more information call
Professor Jerry Mitchell at (212) 802-5986.
FOR ESL STUDENTS
Are you trying to improve your English? The Grammar Workshop/
Conversation Club will meet Thursdays from 1:00 to 2:30 in Room 609
of 17 Lexington Ave. Everyone is welcome.
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE
The Baruch College Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program will
offer free assistance with tax preparation to city residents. VITA is
ready to assist with forms 1040, 1040A, and l040EZ, and associated
schedules, as well as New York State forms IT 100, IT 200, IT 201, and
IT 214. Bring all relevant documents.
Assistance will be available through April 15, Monday through
Thursday, from 12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m., at 360 Park Avenue South,
Room 2014B, and at ofT-campus locations. For further information call
447-3672..

WORKSHOP FOR SERIES 7/NASD EXAM OFFERED
Baruch College's Continuing Studies Program will offer Saturday
workshops in preparing students for their Series 7/NASD licensing
exam. The sessions will be on Saturdays, from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., in
a four week interval beginning April 8.
.
The tuition is $300. For further information contact BernardLynch,
(212) 447-3020.

. BA'ITLE OF THE BANDS IN BROOKLYN
Hillel of New York) a beneficiary agency of theUni~d Jewish
Appeal-Federation of New York, will sponsor the first annual Battle of
the Bands Benefit Concert to benefit UJA-Federation.
The concert will feature five of the top college bands from the New
York metropolitan area. It will be held Saturday, April 8 beginning at
9:00 p.m. The cost is $10 at the door.
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Queens
Tragedy Touches Baruch
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Andrew Lazan; Former Student, Succumbs To
Injuries Suffered In Shooting in 1991

INMEMORlAM

Class of 199.3

Prestden: Mallhew Goldstein & TM Btlruch

Colleg~

Community

By Eric Thorsen
The Ticker reports
with great sadness the
passing of student Andrew Lazan, who died of
complications on March ..
21, 1995. Lazan's death
stems from an October
1991 incident that left
him paralyzed and unable to talk. Lazan's condition was the result ofa
crazed gunman who had
left five bullets in
Lazan's body, while killing five n~hbors and
then himself.
Lazan had been on
the dean's list and was
planning to be a lawyer,
before his plans were haltered at age 22. Now,
just three years later, he
became the seventh victim of the '91 slaying.'
He died Tuesday at New York
Medical Hospital Center in
Queens.
Lazan had been an active
member in the Baruch community, participating in many clubs)
holding the position ofvieepresidentofmembershipintheAmeri-.
can Marketing Association
(AMA). _
"Andy. apirit and .enercY

KNOW TUE (ODE;
IT ALWAYS c.O.5TI·lf..5S THAll I"'DD"~OllE(l:~
Hey; on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule,
And it's not just about being sinart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you wanta great low price on a collect call,
just dial I BOO-CAll-AIT It always costs less than I-BOO-COLLECt Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW-THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.
..

••••
••••
•

• •8M

ALWAYS 'COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT:

.

AIatIrerD ·Laum

about," said Aubrey Dasque ,
presidentoCtheAMA.. TheAMA
has created the Andy Lazan
Award, which will be presented
to AMA members who display
Lazan's "spirit and energy." The
award will be presented at the
~nual ANA Awards dinnee, in
. hi. honor.
T1Je f'icier. reports this story
belatedly hecaU8e of a biweekly
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Budget Decision Approaches,
But The Battle Isn't Over
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The March 23 rally at City Hall was an unqualified
success, thanks to t.he involved students of activist groups
like Student Movement Power, one of several groups that
has emer-ged to fill the leadership vaCUUIIl created by Day
Session Student Government's apparent inability to organize students.
Three hundred Baruch students marched from 17 LexingtonAvenue to Union Square, where they were greeted
by a phalanx of police armed with tear gas and handcuffs,
but, nevert.heleas, the students did not yield.
After taking the train to Canal Street, the Baruch
contingent marched down Broadway to City Hall, drawing
many wor-ds of support from passers-by. Governor George
Pataki's claims to' be supported by a majority of New
Yorkers are beginning to ring more and Inore hollow as
time passes.
N ow the ball is in the court of the legislature, and the
st.ate .anxiou.sIy awa it.s an arrswer. Now the effects of the
demonstrations and the letter writing cam.paigns will be
seen. But, regardless of the legislature's decision, the
battle doesn't have to end here.
Voter's typically have short political mernories, but
there have been exceptions. Remember Gover-nor Pataki's
plan this November, as well as in successive N ovem.bers.
New York State already has a form of term lim.its: elections.
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Pro or Con

About ThatArticle

Better
Protected
Than
Infected
By Jim Senyszyn

Religious right political hacks' like 'columnist Cal Thomas try to portray the use of
condoms and safer sex as a liberal left political plot.
Yet Surgeon General Antonia C. Novello,
appointed by Republican president George
Bush, issued a statement published in the
June 9, 1993 issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association strongly supporting condom use for prevention of HIV
transmission. .Similar ·statements were is-

-'-'...there are
·~~-l..,.....,.T

obstacles to
passage of
HIV..."
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future. They know that helping unknowing
students realize what they can truly get is
part of their mission.
Data suggests how difficult the mission
is. The unnamed tutor who said, "Most seek .
students are not prepared for college," and
.that, "many of them don't even graduate
and some don't even care," didn't know that
in 1992, only 27.3% of all students in the
four year colleges of CUNY had graduated
after five years and only 36.1% had graduated after six years. The tutor didn't know
that close to 60% of the freshmen who entered Baruch in Fall 1993 had to take at
least one remedial course. He didn't know
that SEEK students were only 104 of 1355
freshman who entered that fail. He didn't
know that the students that he knew were
not going to make it, had probably come to a
tutoring lab on their own, since almost all
the students who come to either lab are
volunteers. In Spring 1995, there are less
than 50 students who are required to come
to tutoring in the labs.
It is the responsibility of those who get
paid to help students to understand certain
realities and strive with dedication and compassion to help, should not decide who is
unworthy and who won't make it. That
means..Inszzuetczs; ccun.selozs, myself. and.
tutors too.

-

FOR YOUR INFO

sued by her predecessor, Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop, who was appointed by Republican President Ronald Reagan.
Novello claims that 20 percent, 40 percen t or 80 percent of all new HIV
seroconversions in the United States will be
avoided if 25 percent, 50 percent, or 100
percent respectively of persons use condoms
consistently and correctly.
As to the question of pores in condoms,
which has replaced the medieval question
about how many angels can stand on the
head of a pin in. the. minds of modern day
religious zealots, she cites a National Institute of Health study which found no holes
even at 2,000 times magnification.
Acknowledging that holes can occur, she
refers to quality control testing by the US.
Food and Drug Administration which- has
found an average condom waterleak rate of
0.3 percent. If the failure rate of a batch of
condoms exceeds 4 per 1,000, the condoms
are recalled and barred from sale. This is a
far cry from the 33 percent failure rate-hysteria mongers like Thomas proclaim.
She says that there are further obstacles
to passage of HIV even through a microscopic hole. A free virus, which is nonmotile,
would pass through a hole only if it were

YE a S.A.D.D.
SP NGB
S.A.D.D and Veteran Greyhound bus driver,
Charlie Neal wants everyone to keep these tips in
mind while traveling over spring Break.
•

Wear your seat belt.

•

Check your oil and engine fluids be
fore leaving. Many gas stations offer
this as a free service and it only takes
a short time to do.

•

Plan your trip. Write down directions
and take them with you.

•

Bring along your favorite musicbut make sure you can hear the traffic
around you.

'

Continued on page 10

---
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By Bob.daekson
In the March 8 edition of the Ticker,
statements by an unnamed tutor affiliated
with the SEEK program, indicated that the
tutor mistakenly assumed that all the students who come or should come to tutoring
are SEEK. The tutor was apparently refer- .
ring to SEEK students when he told your
correspondent that, "Many of them don't
graduate and some don't care, most are just
here at Baruch to get" what they can get.
They shouldn't be here if they don't pass the
entering exams and there are those who are
not going to make it, he knows, as he tutors
them."
I don't believe that there is another
tutor in the Math or ReadinglWriting Lab
who claims to know that any student he or
she tutors in not going to make it. The
overwhelming majority of tutors in the two
labs are smart, hard working and productive. They have done well in.their school
work for more than a dozen years. They
realize perhaps because they are smart, that
many of the students that they tutor have
not had the advantages of the quality of
.education they have had. They also realize
that a lesser education might inhibit the
realization of some of these students about
what they"can truly get from college-and
.educa.t.ion.and.th~.cha.n~e.tp.e~nh~I1~~_tl:!.~_
[ife
. that they and their children will have in the

en
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Checkout free books on tape from the
library.

•.
If driving alone, plan several rest
stops to stretch your legs, get a soda. or a
bite to eat.
•
Crack a window to let fresh air in. A
stuffy car can cause drowsiness.
•
Carry a flash light, a first aid kit and
a fire extinguisher i~ your vehicle in case of
an emergency.
•
While no one can guarantee' a safe
trip, S.A.D.D. urges you to keep these tips
in mind and ifyou find yourselfin ajam, call
Greyhounds toll free number, 1-800-2312222, for a bus stop near you.
•
Have fun on your. road trip, but remember, the' real fun begins when you reach
your destination.
.Don't ruin it by drinking.

The opinions expressed Qn the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers, and do not nece88Crily
represent the opinions ofThe Ticker editorial ~ff. TIle Ticker accepts only typewritte!!- and signed opinion
pieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruc'" College strJden.U. Publication ofEDale orticle8 is contingent
upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 words, typewritten t:md signed. Unsigned
letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, TUJme8 will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telftJpl@ne<f&:umbers~ All sUbmWrioliB are subjeCt to ~ and
clarity. Address"-all opinion pieces iriiflettUs to-th« Exhale eil~..·
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Condom conscious
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continued from page 9-
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associated with a cell that moves or ifit were
moved by hydrostatic pressure through a
hole.
However, monocytes and lymphocytes
that may carry HIV are too large to pass
through microscopic holes detected by routine testing. And an FDA study simulating
free HIV in fl ui d -under pressure found that
most condoms leaked no fluid at all and that
"even the worst performing condom reduced
estimated viral exposure 10,000 fold."
The statement cites condom effectiveness during actual use evidenced by contraceptive failure rates ranging from less than
1 per 100 to 16 per 100 users per year. She
illustrates the importance of proper condom
use by results from a British study of married, more experienced users with condom
user failure rates for pregnancy as low as 6
per 1000 users per year.
C.M. Roland's concerns about the barrier performance of latex 'rubber featured in
the June 1993 issue of Rubber World, were
rebutted by an article by M:D. Morris and
T.D. Pendle in the very same issue.
Morris and Pendle attribute condom failures mainly to misuse rather than any in-

herent defect in the product. Leaching in
water, which is part of the normal condom
production process effectively makes the
porous structure in the latex disappear, they
claim. They also refer- to the two rubber
layers of a condom saying that, "The possibility of a hole being made through both
layers or of a hole in each layer being perfectly alligned seems extremely remote."
They say that their contention is further
borne out by the tensile strength of condoms
under high elongation and direct experimentation with the HIV virus.
,
A March 1989 Consumer Reports article, "Can You Rely on Condoms?" Also
reponts that examination of stretched latex
condoms by an electron microscope showed
"no pores" and "an effective intact barrier
which won't even let water (one of the tiniest
of molecules) filter through." 'It also describes various laboratory experiments showing that various sexually transmitted germs
cannot pass through latex condoms.
The leaky boat rumors about condoms
spread by the religious right do not hold
water. But condoms do hold water and they
hold back the HIV virus too.
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Truth or Consequence

Prof. Gets anF

Bennett,· Return To The
Zone

By A GROUP OF ANGRY STUDENTS
We are a group of ACe. 3000 students who
would like to bring to your attention an issue
regarding our lecturer, Professor Youngsoon
Cheon's poor teaching skills.
The problems are as follows:
•
Unprepared for class lectures.'
•
Extracts information directly from
the text but unwilling and unable to
an swer st.udentsqueat.iorrs.
•
Inability to provide proficient feed
back when questioned.
•
Poor communication skills.
•
Unable to comprehend students questions.
•
Lack of professionalism and poor time
management.
•
Begins class with unrelated "small
talk" but when questions are
asked during the period, students are
told that there is a lack of time.
•
Intrusive into personal matters.
•
Unrelenting probing of student's per
sonal affairs; from the way we dress
to what we do with our personal
time.
•
" Poor behavior during examinations.
•
Talks and ridicules students during
exam time,
•
Disrupts student concentration.
•
Constantly compares herself with students; i.e. Iton'ly takes her 10 min
utes to complete the exam.
•
Makes an issue of students taking
too long although the time limit of
the exam still bas a long way to go.
•
Teases students in order to try to
make them leave early.
• . -lneon-si8ten't-·gtading~- .- - -- -.
In summary, students have -complained
to her on numerous occasions, however, the
lecturer's response was indifferent. In addittcn, students are 80 afraid of being "black
listed" that they refrain from being outspoken and honest about her teaching skills. we
sincerely hope that the appropriate authority will take measures to rectify this delicate
situation.
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Encounters Of The Third Kind," was verY offensive and has left me quite unsettled. .I must
address 'the author regardinghis ignorance, intolerance and blatant stupidity. Not to mention
his horrendous writing "skills," which made it
nearly impossible to read this article. But read
it I did, and I think I have understood what
Maurer was trying, in his slightly illiterate way,
to get across. I would like to go through the
article with you, the reader, and demonstrate
what I comprehended of this story about lesbi.ans.
We start offthe tale with the author, Maurer,
meeting a woman from Los Angeles, who is
apparently a lesbian. He refers to her as "chick,"
but I choose to use, ''Ms. LA" because a proper
name was nevergiven, and I assume this woman's
mother was not a barnyard hen. He attacks her
hair, tattoos, earrings and religion; and then
goes on to insult her iritelligence by assuming

South Room1522 Ny, Ny
10010

5777 West Century Blvd., Suite 700, Los Angeles, CA 90045
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followed. "I know what you had for dinner," he
told Ms. LA, "probably some tuna fish."
At thi
. I
11 h d
he arti I
18 point actua y a to put t e artie e
down. I was convinced that my eyes had somehowdeceived me; there could be no way I hadjust
read the words tuna fish in reference to lesbian
sex. It was late, I was prettytired. Could'vebeen
the Bumble Bee commercial that hadjust played
in the background, or maybe thebad lighting. I
waited a few moments and went back to the
paper.... still there. Tuna Fish, in plain black
and white, for the entire student body to see. I
now knew what I had suspected throughout my
reading of this artiele.:..
Bennett Maurer is simply a sexually frustrated young man who's only retaliation is to
attack lesbians. He has no idea what they're
about and he's angry, because to him; they're
taking away women that he could possibly have. .
Now I see his problem, and I hope you, the reader
do too. With those two words, Maurer demonstrated that he had no personal experience with
women otherwise he certainly would have known
better.

that being a comedienne, she might want to use
"
The rest of the party is a blur of Maur~
him as a writer. What with his outstanding'
.•••
getting locked out of the room, drinking and
literary skills, who wouldn't?
£J
waiting to retrieve his coat so he ~';me.
Maurer then discovers that Ms. LA has been
When this. finally does happen, he lea-ves alone,
sleeping in the same bed' as a woman, who we
~*- ~."
listening to Frank Zappa on his walkman. I
later find out is the mutual friend that brought
wince at the mention of Mr. Zappa in association
them together. I guess this is a lot for him to
with the, author, and feel I must offer my condohandle because only after three beer references
•
., rlenees to the:..~~tire Zappa family. I am truly
is he ready to head. toward .Greenwich Village
sorry.
with.these twowomen. On-~h~way,tJ.rere,Maurer,
So that is it. The end of Bennett M.aurer's
being the strutting,~~alW'~;-shouldall
to
bo - t h· . . . . .
ith I bi
H
-' -toepen
'..-_,,,_._,_~"_~_~~~-:~-!.sh~~e~_~;-~_,_~~ 1~~:-_~ ...._.
ass.ume..t hat hej&.;~hew·GA_ts. ·Ms~.
"""
q
~~
..
.
.. ,.: a ....~mp~·~~..:~. ow nOW .lY~l~ an ..s ..range.· ..
up andadmitthat she does Occasionally miss the
•
. lesbians are, but 1 don't think he succeeded.
penis and therefore, "Isn't Fully Lesbo." How"
Instead, he painted a pre~ -dismal picture of
ever, having been on the persecuted side of a
himself;notonlyasawzit~r,but..asaman. Idon't
similar scenario, I think it safe to say that Ms. _away. This situation had all the ingredients for know where he'll end .upIn.his personal life, but
LA's sudden confession was more of a way to get another weird scenario, andthe author didn't let '. professionally, I thinkitis safe to;say he won't
Maurer off her back than an admission ofundy- me down. "Lwas veryjealous he wrote, "because _·getmuch further than·a;l~blo.ldpaper, After all,
ing heterosexuality. \
she (Ms. LA),~~s picking up more women than I what kind of .writer aoo·sn't know how to form
When the party of three arrives in the vil- was. What were here secrets?" What were her _ proper sentences or ~ing together ideas and
lage, a joint is passed around and theyeventu- secrets? You've gotto be kidding me! Let'sseeif . word.$_ i.n,a,coherent-~way? And w:bit kind of
ally find a bar that seems suitable to hang out in. I can help yO,Q with this one M;aurer. This might .:wrIter woold .Write. sueh uninformed insulting
Two pitchers of beer and Maurer suddenly real- be a Iittleeonfusing, you. stop meif youget lost '. 'g&rbage? Certainly.not a writer I would want to
izes that he's the only man in the place...lt's a Okay? Alright... MS. LA is a lesbian. Thewomen.: _work'witlLHowever"s~nceJ have no plans of
Lesbian bar! Oh the horror he must have felt at she was picking up are Iesbiana. Lesblans have - joining the-staffof The l{iz#onalEnquirer,~there
this moment of realization. What could possibly relationships with women, not men. What? I· is no -great threat of that.
be worse than being a drunk, stoned ( and there- lost you? I'm sorry, one more time. (This time'
BeforeI sign off, I-aSk you the reader to bear
fore hornylstraightman in a Lesbian bar? Per- slower.) Lesbians...like....women•...not....men. with me for a few more moments. Being gay
haps being one of the women next to Him" just You are a man, correct? Okay.' So now do you myself, I would like to offeryou a view oflesbians
wagering.a guess. Anyway, after noticing some understand that being a woman, Ms. LA would that contrasts greatly with Bennett Maurer's
''Diesel Dykes" (lesbians who guzzle gasoline?) be the one pieking up lesbians, .not you? Good.. ' experiences, Lesbians.are normal women. We
Maurer goes on a search for the men's room and I'm glad I could help clear that up for you. Now,
not ugly, fat and mean. --Nor are we dangerupon discovery ofone, ponders the use ofit by the let's move on.
ous man-haters or weird freaks of nature.. The
''Male Bole." Leave that term to your imagina- ,
EventuallyMaurer leaves the party feeling, as fact t~t we prefer to relate sexually to other
tion reader.T'ean offer no help,
he so eloquently put it, "Likemyhunk between women is just that. It is-our sexual preference.
N ext comes a really weird scene for Maurer, my legs. was 1nconsequential. fit _ Ob you poor- It doesn"t~m8keus inferior, strange or unworthy
I don't know.how he ever got through it. Ms. LA misguided thang. I'm so very soiTy that you felt of respect, It is just .how~e·are, arid we have a
and her loverare sittingwith 1\vo "Black Dykes," that way, but..~hen you're in the company of ri-ght to it,
(the author's emphasis, not mine) when one of lesbians, the truth is, that "hunk" between you
It is a shame that people like Bennett Maurer
them leans-over andstartstalkingto him about legs is inconsequential. I know that's a tough areso insecure and homophobie that theyactuthe attractiveness of another woman. Hold on, pill to swallow, sugar, and 1do wish you the best ally feel justified in their acts of intolerance.
we can go no further. Maurer interrupts his own of luck with it.
....
From writing an article like his which labels gay
tale to make. sure the reader is completely with
Despite it all, our narrator didn't let his ' women as a~"third kind," to calling someone a
him. ''Tell me you wouldn't feel allweirded out inadequate feelings get him down, as chose to "Lezbo" or "Dyke," these are acts of hate and no .
at this point?" He asks. Beingthe reader, I must go;to another party with the same group of one has the right to inflict such pain upon anrespond. My response, however, is not the, "Of women, and yes readers, he brought us along... . other human being for any reason. .Bemember
course I would," that I think Maurer expected
This party seemed tame at first, but when that we .are your mothers, sisters, daughters,
from his captive audience. Instead I must say the discussion turned to dinner, things began to aunts and lovers. We are worthy of the same
that I have been in such situations where 1have heat up. Ms. LA casually asked Maurer what he respect you would give to a heterosexual without
talked to women about the attractiveness of <had for dinner, which was a harmless enough exception.
other women and it wasn't weird at all. In fact, / question. But, as he was answering, Maurer
Thank you for being such a patient reader,
1 rather enjoyed it. 'Go figurel!
_
j'
noticed that Ms. LA's girlfriend wasf~ndlingher and Mr. Maurer, I have a brief word of advice...
Getting back to the story, we soon find out and he began to freak out. Never mind women Retire your pen now, it already seems to be out of
that nearly all ofthe women in the bar are mean" seeping and picking up other women; we're talk- ink.
heavyset and consequently "stereotypical" lesbi- ing women actually touching women. In front of
ans, not at alllike the ones Howard (gasp ofawe) . him! What was Maurer to do? Apparently quick
Stern messes with. You've got to be kidding me. response was in order ,because that is what
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You mean 1esb ians Don't come in all shapes and
sizes? They're either all blonde and busty, or
cruel and. fat? And here I was thinking otherwise. What about Melissa Etheridge? Maybe
she's not fully Lesbo, Yeah, I betcha that's it.
Maurer then wrote somethingebout techno
music, fashion-and beer, but for the life of me, I
couldn't tell you what.
language was unrecognizable. It was not English, and since I do not
happen to be fluent in illiteracy, I was lost.
Eventually the trio left the bar With a woman
who was, "Lesbian all the way," and on the way
to her house, our genius main character made a
startling discovery. He figured out that from the
"vibes he was getting,.he wouldn't want to have
sex with her." 'Okay. (1 won't mention the fact
that being a lesbian, this woman does not have
sex with men. Apparently, Maurer is a little
confused, good thing his vibes understood.)
.When they got to the house, there was lots
more beer and for some reason, Ms. LA began
discussing her problems with the women, who
with Maurer. I knew we'd have a problem right
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By Rebecca McDonald
I am writing in response to the article published in the March edition of The Ticker, written
by Bennett Maurer. This 'piece, entitled "Close
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The Old Victims Of The State Budgetary War
J
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Because stuff¥happen.S.
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The Cost OfA Luxury Good,. Education (part II)
By John E. Camacho'
In our last issue, we started to
see the tip of the iceberg when the
figures given by the State and City
of New York were ripped into
smaller pieces. In a nutshell, the
amount of money that is in play
due to the budgetary recommendations go as follows: For all
CUNY, there is.a decrease of.$168. 7
million from state aid. The share
for senior colleges is a decrease of
$158.1 million. For all CUNY,
there is a decrease of$30.1 million
from the City of New York financial support. There is no change
for senior colleges. For all CUNY,
there is an increase from tuition of
$116.6 million. The share for seniorcollegesis$116.6million. This
increase in revenue assumes that
enrollment will increase by 79 students per senior college.
These figures do not include ad-

resents the elimination of 4,600 sections. Also the cut of736 people who
are support staff, is not factored in.
In total, the number ofsection to becut are 10,168.
On February 14,1995, a preliminary Impact Statement was forwarded to Richard F·. Rothbard, vice
chancellor for Budget, Finance and
Computing. The statement assesses
the impact of the $15 -million budgetary cut proposed by the Patois'
administration. This amount represents a loss ofover 25% ofthe Barite's
budget. According to the preliminary assessment, there would be a
reduction of 240 full-time instructional and classified staff positions
for a total savings of $12,867, 900.
This figure is combined; but, the
actual breakdown of the figure is:
120 administrators and 120 full-time
faculty. The estimate also indicates
that 120 adjunct positions would be
ditio~~l.~~l}!.~Ji~~J!_l~_mjJliQn._cut _. ~.Um!qll~_fQZ:_$.a'rings .of_$687,5DD,
to be allocated ·bythe UniverSity· fora reduction of 500, altogether,
central offices. Another cut not sections peryear. This figure, of500
factored into the budget is the pro- sections, are for the 1996 schoolyear,
posed elimination ofthe Search for which begins September 1995 and
Education and Elevation ofKnow1- ends May 1996..
edge, SEEK, program via cut of
The reductions would affect 7,000
$15.1 million, the t.otal funding for _ students, which is a very conservathe program.
tive number, and assumes that each
The breakdown ofthe cuts for all . section accommodates 28 students.
senior colleges, in services, is the. Baruch's studentsknow, quite well
following: cut of 928 full-time fac- that most of. the required classes
ulty, which represents the elimi- like Psychology 1001, Business 1000,
nation of 5,568 sections. Cut of Finance 3000, etc. have more than
1500 adjunct professors, which rep- the 28 students projected in the
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statement. There will also be a
Baruch's administration decided
$304,600·temporary reduction in to' have a maximum number of
services, affecting60 par-time em- 15,000 students, undergraduates
ployees. This will trickle down to and graduates. The effect was that
less services for students like li- of limiting the amount of incoming
brary hours, curricular guidance freshmen and transfer students to
and the sort.
.
cut cost and give sufficient services
The exact amount of students to therest of the student body.
. th at wi) J be a ffectedls,-obv:iously, ---'--'." THe ~e efeonelation,··coJ-··
unknown. -However; the number . linearity, of the' bias coming from
could be approximated. In all the effect of the limitation of enfairness, the amount of students rollment is very high. However,
given by the Office of the .Regis- the figures gotten froin .the registrarfromtheyears 1989 and 1990, trar are sufficientlyvalid for the
is _biased. In 1989, Baruch kind of analysis this newspaper
College's administration decided tries to do.
to freeze the proportionate increFrom the 1989- Fall semester,
ment of admissions. Between the number oftotal enrollment has
1988 and 1989,. the facilities of moved more towards the reduction
the school were notable to handle than towards an increase, (see fig.
the amount of students allowed 1).
by the open admission policy
The decrease from Fall '89 to
adopted in previous years.
continued on page 16

issing Link, A Tax-Cut

Future tax-cuts are to be decided by reductions in the deficit

ItPs eVerywhere
)IOU -wartt to be.®

"

© Visa US.A. Inc. 1995

By Eric Thorsen
WASHINGTON .. The taxeu t link to a balanced budget
has become a reality in Washington, 'as House Speaker Newt
Gingrich has gave his approval.
What was thought to be opposed by House Republicans,
moderate .Rapuhlicans and a
Democrat block on the GOP tax'cut proposal, unless it is tied
into balancing the budget, is
now being endorsed. The 'plan
would erase tax cuts for small
businesses and families if the
deficit goals were not reached,
un til the budget is bal anced in
2002.
The backing of Mr. Gingrich
reaffirms the notion that. the
US is more in terested in balancing the budget, than in tax
cuts. ·Mr. Gingrich also seems

to have support for his decision,
as the GOP freshman -first-termers- are in favor of the linking
proposal.
If the tax-cut link is signed
into law, businesses and families
will have their tax burdens de\

" •••t,he 1../4
TTS·zsmore
.
interested in
balancing the
budget, than in tax
cuts."
cided by many outside factors,
with outcomes varying from year
to year. The one benefit of the
GO.p plan to cut taxes by $189
/

million over five years, is the
decreasing specified targets
each year, until reaching $0 in
2002.
The next step is for the budget requirement to be signed
into law by President Clinton,
which will give Mr. Clinton
veto power and allow him to
propel changes. The GOP intends to counter by introducing debt-ceiling resolutions.
These future resolutions will'
force President Clinton to take
reconsider vetoes on budget
issues and other matters, including federal labor policies.
These debt-ceilings will help
other legislation, by putting
pressure on Mr. Clinton. The
president will either have to
sign the bills into action or hold
up congress.

Further pressure from the
GOP includes a stand against
approval of new money, which
would' be allocated to disaster
.aid to California and the replenishing of drained accounts in
the Pentagon. The move, led by
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Dole, will only approve the new
money when Democrats agree
to a quicker evaluation of GOP
spending cuts.

Future Plight
The next big issue for the
weeks ahead will be a push by
Moderate Republtcans to lower
the price ceiling, which gives
tax breaks dependent on income,
from $95,000 to $200~OOO ayear.
This proposed bill is destined to
. be taken to the floor and is expected to be' heavily opposed.
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Are You Ready To Fly OverT'heCuckoo's Nest?

TheU.8. FetleralDe

;;. ~~One Up On wsn Street"Can Help You Do It.
()

Guo

Whether ornot ifyou are a finance
~ major or just want to invest in the
~ stock market, you should definitely
or: read thebook"One Up In WallStreee'
~ by Peter Lynch. The book is highly
~ recommended by several other investment books.
The author's name. might ring a
bellif'you have. been following business news lately about the downfall
of the Morrison Knudsen Corporai=

tion. The giant construction company, has been diminished byahuge
loss in the 1994 fiscal year. Its
chairman and chief executive William J. Agee was forced to an early
retirement last February. Followingthe resignation ofMr~ Agee, several. other importam figureheads in
the corporation; such as its acting
chairman, William C. Clark, and a
director,-Zbigniew Brzezinski, have
also resigned. Peter Lynch, the

writer, is one of the directors of the
Morrison Knudsen Corporation,
Peter Lynch was once a superstar
at Fidelity as a portfolio manager,
and in "One Up In Wall Street;" he
shows how he became successful by
investingsolelyin stocks. Heteaches
the simple investment techniques
which.can be applied to everyday
situationsand howanybodycan beat
the market with those techniques.
Lynch's investment methods are.

so simple and easy to understand
that when a class of seven graders
apply them and invest in stocks, the
profits they reaped beat a lot ofWall
Street experts,
In the book, no sophisticated lan-

Howeveninshort
selling, where a
loss can be

Asian, Slavic, and Middle Eastern languages;
The CIA's task is twofold: to coordinate the
economics; and mternational relations.
intelligence efforts of the U.S. government, and
to collect, evaJuate, analyze, produce, and
Positions are open to U.S. citizens of all
disseminate foreign intelligence. Since its founethnic and cultural backgrounds. Salaries are
dation, the CIA has provided and continues to
competitive. Successful completion of medical
provide the most accurate, comprehensive,
and psychoJogical evaluations, a pcilygraph
and objective information available about
. interview, and an extensive background
national security matters.
.. investigation are requir-ed.
The CIA has a limited number of posttions
available for applicants with backgrounds 'in:
computer science; electrical engineering;
To apply, send a resume with a cover letter descri·b;ng your qualifications to: CIA employment Center, ~o. Box 12727,
Dept. 6500, Arlington, VA 22209-8727. We will respond within 30 days to those judged to be of further interest. The C:;IA
is an equal opportunity employer.
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In/act, as
Moynihan pointed
out, the social
security surplus
revenues are
invested in U.S
Treasury bonds
and in this way
actually helps
.finance the deficit
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guage or complicated formulas is
used. Lynch'sinvestmenttechniques
include a few simple formulas, easy
to access inve.stm.ent tools and periodicals, plus real life examples and
his own investment experience. He
shows the successful stocks, and the
not so successful ones, he invested in
and the reasons for their success and
failure.
In .~C:i4it~o~:! ..Lynch provides IDS
sense .of humor in places needed;
which other books lack, to keep you
flipping- the pages and retain your
interest in the sometimes dry and
tedious financial analysis.
Lynch feels that the best way to
reap profits is by investing long term
in stocks. The sophisticated invest. mentinstruments, such as derivatives, .
are unknown to Lynch. He even advises readers to stay away from short
sellingstocks,aninvestment.technique
where an investor borrows a certain
stock and sells the same stock to another investor because the anticipated
price is expected to fall. The borrower
of the stock then buys back the st<x"k,
if thepriee falls, thus earning a profit
since the price sold is greaterthan the
price bought back.
.. .,
Lynch argues that short selling. is
more risky than holdingthe stock anti
waitfortheprieetogoupbecauseiftbe
analysis of a stock is.wrong, the most
the price of a stock ean fall is zero.
However,.inshQrtsdJing, wherea_~: .
can be.ineurred if the price gt)e4) \lPt
and the, price to which a stock ~
rise is unknown, the loss could be

immeasurable.
"One Up In Wall Street" is a book
every investor should read. It is a
stepping stone to get to knowtbemarketbetterandgetabettertmdetsQmding of investing. Lynch guides the
reader through the financial world
and shows how everydaycontact with
.her surroundings will be helpful in
analyzing stocks. After reading his
book, the reader will be surprised at
how simple his t.eclmiques are, yet
veryefrective. Although this book was
published a few years ago, and other
newinvestmentbookshavesprungup
since theil,'"One Up In Wall Street" is
a must read. for every investor.
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price goes up, and
the price to which a
stock could rise is
unknown, the loss
could be
immeasurable.
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make no program untouchable,
democrats wanted to exempt
social security and write it Into
the amendment. In addition,
democrats also wanted to know
where the proposed cuts were
going to be made and bow deep
they would be. Proponents for
entitlements cuts' Iike Senator
Alan Simpson (R, Wyoming)
have pointed out the fact that in

,incurred if the
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The u.s. ShoUld Ba_ance The Budget Now!

~

~ By Joanne

i

G & G SERVICES
For all your accounting needs
during the busy tax season,
contact our office for effident, and
affordable services.
•

Electronic returns effidently done by
tax experts.
Form1040
FormlO4OA

,',

sthedUles A,
.B,C~D&F; at
NY-2ID NY201-T
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the Last To Be Finaced, The First To Be Cut
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continued from page 13

Taking Th'e Temperature Of The Econotny
Taking A Close LookAt UneInployrnent
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Spring '90 is of 5.25%. For the
i= following semester, Fall '90, the
~ increase is 0.81%. The next semes~ ter, Spring'91, though, there was a
or:. decrease of %4.40%.
~... At the same time, according to
~ the report from the CUNY University Budget Office, state 'aid to senior colleges have been deereasing. In 1990-91 the aid decreased
to a $20 million deficit. In 1991-92,
the decrease was even larger and
put the senior colleges into $60
million deficit.
The reduction in state aid was
even larger in '1992~93, when the
senior colleges received a cut of
almost $70 million. For the years
1993-94, and 1994-95 the state aid
for seniorcolleges increased around
$60 million and $40 million respec-
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Flpre 3. Baruch Students Enrolled In SEEK Program. Source: Baruch College Offl/% OfTM Regi6tror

tively.
For 1995-96, however, the projected cut in state aid is going to be
more than $160 million, more than
offsettingthe increase of1993-95 by
$60 million, leaving a net decrease
in state aid of $210 million since

Same thing with the male popula- will be lost in the first year of the
tion which has a mean of 5,302.
'proposed budget. This comes out to
One final set of statistics, which be 11.520/0 of the $53.7 million budshow to be very important, is that of geted for the 1995-96 school year.
the SEEK student population. This How is Baruch going to 'close this
is very important since the whole gap?
program is, ifthe budget isapproved,

b d ··t
Id d fi ·tel· . going to be abolished. Theaverage
19
Th90.e u get cu s wou
.e mr Y number of students, who are enalter the make up of the student rolled as SEEK students, is 1,293.9.
population (see Fig 1). Taking FallOut ofthis number, there are about
·1992asabaseyear,andFal11993as 97.54% more females than males,
the latest figures, the number of
fi
(see Fig. 3).
h
d
ed
b
Black students, as e In
y t e
All these figures have significance
registrar's office, which includes Af- when interpreted the right way. For
rican Americans, as well as example, on the average, .10.06% of
Caribbeans and African natives, has the student population belongs to
risen by 13.21%.
the SEEK program. From Fall 1989
The number ofAsian/Pac. descent to-Spring 1994, on-the average,
or born, have also risen by 9.6%. The 1,293.9 out of 12,857.6 students 00number of Whites, which includes long to the program.
American born and non-Americans,
Now, lets take the centerpiece of
like Europeans, SouthAfricans, etc., Governor Pataki's proposed budget
have also risen 7.71%, making this, and analyze it much more closely.
the third largest population group As mentioned in our March 8 issue,
at Baruch after Asian/Pac. and the biggest flaw ofthe recommendaBlacks.
tion lies on the fact that the proposed
Hispanics, grouped as a oneblock budget assumes that by increasing
and not divided by nationalitieshave tuition by $1,000 a year and elimialso grown in numbers by 11.9%. nating the SEEK program, in addiThere are three other groups which tion to reducing senior colleges budmake up the rest of the student gets by $46 million, the student popupopulation. Theyare: NativeAmeri- lation is going to remain the same,
cans, referred by the registrar as and even more preposterous is the
AmericanIndians, increased by53% assumptionon increasedenrollment.
to a total of23 students. The second
Lets begin with the elimination of
group only referred as Other, de- the SEEK program. Assumingthat
creased by26.98%. Finally, the third these studentscannot continue their
group referred as Unknown, also education unless the program helps
decrease by 65.38%. The total make them finance it, there will be 1,395
up of the student population in the students, Spring '94 figures, who
Fall 1993 from the Fall 1992, nets a will leave the college. That leaves an
t-.otal decrease in enrollmentof1.22%. immediatebudgetarydeficitof$1.61
Another figure that is should raise million.
'Ok interest of the student body, is
If, in addition, we assume that
;H~ fact that there have been many another 10% of the population, not
r..ore women enrolled than men. The from the SEEK program, drops beaverr;.ge are staggering. From Fall
cause of the increase in tuition, then
1 ~_·;Sg until Spring 1994, there has we have 1,286 more students droopbeen 42.52o/c-ffiorevlomen than men, ing, adding $1.48 million to a grand
:s.e Fig 2). The actual figures forthe total S3.09 million. This increase
f'f1:-::lle population have a mean of is on ly for the Fall '95 semester.
':~ .,j ..... s ar~~~: seldom fluctuate much.
So, approximately, $6.20 million
.:»;·

What. is.the criteria.
for the
assumptions made
by the Governor
and his
administration?

The answer, holding everything
constant, would be to increase tuition. Then, the question is, by how
much? The answer, assuming that
every student paysthe sameamount
oftuition, would be $602.4 per year.
If, on the other hand, the administration decides to cut classes and
staff instead of increasing tuition,
then the question would be: How
manymore class sectionswould have
to be eliminated to reach zero deficit?
What is the criteria for the assumptions made by the Governor
and his administration? They have
not been explained.
Finally, what is the long-run opportunity cost ofincreasing tuition?
An accurate answer is quite difficult
to arrive to. First, those students
who have foregone their education
because of financial difficulties will
not be able to make a decent living
unless they get a skill to compensate
the lack of education. !n the long
run, theseblue collar workers would
have earned much less than those
with a college degree. The economic
impact on the economy, as an aggregate, is much greater than many
people are led to believe. The question then becomes: who will be the
next victim.

sire to try, for the second time,
to enter the American automobile market. Peugeot left the
American market in 1991 after
almost 30 years of failing to establish itself as a serious
automaker. At that time," the
company sold, according to Fortune magazine, 3,575 cars while
Ford Motor Co. sold the same
.amount in three days.·
It is to no surprise that experts, within the industry, see
this move as suicidal. According to J acquesCalvet, Peugeot
Chairman, the company will
have a U.S. plant, and use it as
--a- base. topoait.ionItaelf to export cars to Asia and South
America. Calvet also mentioned
that his goal was to sell up to
80,000 cars a year, while established car companies like Jaguar and Saab, hardly sell 25,000.
This is another reason why the
experts are not betting on this
new venture.
Investors, who·hold bonds
are about to reap the benefits of
the 0.5% drop in the long-term
interest rates; from 8%, last
November, to 7.5% latest figure. Many economists expect
the trend to go down even fur. ther,allt-he wayihrough-l996.
If their forecast is correct, investors will make .some profits
by buying bonds, which rise in
price when interest rates fall.
According to William T. Wilson,
of Comerica Bank in Detroit,
this will even help contain the
effects of the Mexican financial
troubles to the U.S. economy.
Wilson assures that a recession
south of the border, will help
contain U.S. growth and thus
price pressures.
The economy keeps on
showing signs of a slowdown.
On Monday, April 3, the National Association of Purchasing Management indicated that
its index fell from 54.5% 'to
51.4%. forthe month of March.
This marks the second decline
back to back, giving the indication that the economy has somewhat slowdown. The commerce
Departmen t, in a separate report, indicated that consumer
spending rose by a measly 0.1%
in February , this being the
smallest rise for the past 12
months.
- Another report, also from the
Commerce Department, indicated that American's personal
income rose by 0.5% in the
month of February. This figure
was boosted due to the bonuses
given oy the auto in du stry aric'
also by the farm su os iciies. The
figure excluding t he se speci a!
factors, which are seasonal,
would be only 0.2%. This reaffirms the well thought monetary
policies of the Federal Reserve
Bank.

ByAvi Cohen
It is one of the most misunderstood
concepts of macroeconomics. Full
employment, or the natural rate of
employment, is not what people may
think it is. It is not a static nmnberor
a level ofemployment where everyone
in the economy has ajob, termed·O%
unemployment. Instead; it is a dYnamic and changingestirn8te CJf normallabortnarketfunctionsatanequilibrium point. In other words, supply
and demand for labor, simply means,
the desired amountofjobsavaiJablein
the market is equal to the number of
people who desired to work.
First, what must be realized is that
the figures usually quoted in the media, are merely an aggregate number,
which is an average throughout the
.U.S. economy. Forinst8nce, the most
recent numbers released February 3
had the United Statesnational unemployment rate at5.7%. This is slightly
belowthenaturaIunemployment rate
of5.75%. This meansthat5.75% ofthe
labor force is actually unemployed, .
while the natural equilibrium rate
should be at 5.7%.
People in NewYork City, where the
unemployment'rate is usually higher
than the national rate, thus see these
numbers as being false since these
figures suggest that there are more
jobs available than usual. In fact, New
York City, has an unemployment rate
that stands .ar close to 9.0%. People
thus disregard thesenumbersasmys-

tical and wrong. What they must do is _
look at state figures, which aren~ as
easily available because they are not
broadly published, and analyze them
with a different soope.

numbers tend to move up or down. necessary, the incentive to find work.
Such Was the case as in 1993, when arereducedandpeoplemaytakelongmmeasurementguidelineswerechanged to find ajob, thus raising the unemandpeoplewhowerefonnerlyexcluded ployment numbers,
were then included. This raised full
LawrenceH. Summers,Chiefeconoemploymentatthe national level from mistattheworldbank,hasstatedthat
5.5% to 5.75%.
eliminating unemployment compenl
We must also take into account the sation would indeed lower the unempsydlO1ogica1, .cu1tura1, and sociologi- ployment nuinbers. "Unemployment
cal factors. Ifemployel'S-and employ- insurance a1mQStdoubles the number
ees view' jObs aspermanent, like in ofunemployment spells, lastingmore
. Japan, there would be a lower rate of than three months, therebyencouragWleInploymentsincepeOplewouldnot ing langtennjoblessness." He said.
be looking for other jobs. A perfect
There would be, however, negative
ex:ampleof this is found in Japan, side affects, if unemployment insurwhichhasbyfarthelowestunemploy- anee were to be cut, such as less eftiThe·fact that there are many differ- moot rates of any industrialized na- cient allocation of the labor force. If
enttypesofpeople which affect the full . tion. There, people look at jobs as people had no income while unememployment rate is one ofthe reasons pennanent and some remain in the played, theywould be more inclined to
why the numbers are dynamic. For sameoompanyfortheirentirecareers. acceptanyjobratherthan theone best
example, one major .group that conPresently in the U.S., peoplesee the suited for their skills.
As individuals, people must be very
tributes to a rising full employment job marketasbeingtough and thus do
level are teenagers. They~tend-tohop not leave-the~-as-they_ca..cllutious-when
looking atfullemployfrom job to job, more often than any used to. This, possibly lowers the / mentfigures. Peoplemust realize that
othergroup.increasingtheoveralllevel frictional and structural unemploy- the numbers are merely estimates of
of unemployment, In recent years, ment numbers in theshort-nm. If differenteconomic,social,andcu1tural
however, the number of teenagers in they became pennanently pessimis- factors working ·together. Also, one
general have decreased; and so have tic, hence, this sentiment would drive must note that because these numthe full employment figures, from a the unemployment rates down even bers change and human error exists,
peakof7%inthe1980's to a lowof5.5% further, as people became less willing theyare not always correct nordothey
before the Clinton administration to leave theirjobs.
represent what is currently happenchanged the way the numbers are . _Cultural factors affect full employ- ing. What theseestimates do, though,
nieasured.
ment as well; and as eulturechanges, is give us a snapshot ofthejob market·
Another major factor that causes the numbers are prone to change as it at a point in time.
.
the full employment numbers to be has happened in the U.S. Another
Aid Cohen is t~ Business Editor of
dynamic and always changing is the factor that affects unemployment is TheReporter,Baruch's eveningnewsway they are measured. As the point that as the Federal Government sees paper. We thank him: for his contribuofview of those in.power changes, the it fit that unemployment benefits are tions.

We must also take
into account the
psychological,
cultural, and
sociologicalfactors
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Yours and yours alone.
Macintosh Performa" 6115 w/CD
811B Jiuv35o.1/B banid:ril:e. CD-ROJf
driue, 15" color display, h!;'botzrrJ, mouse
and ailthe softzrtm)'OUTt /iie/y 10 need

•
The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

.......-.
We mean tike yesterday.
.,

Macintosh Performae 636 w/CD
8.llB RAJV250JIB harddriz:e, CD-ROM drit:e,
)4" cdor displa:.: Nyboard, mouse and all /he
scftuare yourelikely /() need:
PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS.
Being a student is hard. So we've made bU~ing' a Macintosh" easy. So easy, in fact, that prices

on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices. And

.-

with the Apple· Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take home aMac"wi~·
out hming to make asingle payment for up to 90 days. Wnich means you can
. take home the power to male any students life easier. The power to be your best'
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Announcing... the new CUNYIAl2P1e Campus Direct Purchasing Program!
For information before you buy or to request a full price list, call:
.
(212) 650.~111.

When you're readyto.·place your order, call:
1-800-877-4433, extension C-U·~·Y.
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By James Yen
On March 21, the first
ever Asian studies forum at
Baruch College was held. It
was possible through the efforts
of the -Coalition for Asian
American Studies (CAAS) and
its active student members,
namely
Orlando
Green,
Priscilla Lu , and Bruce Wong.
The Coalition's goals are to ereate ariAsia.n American Studies
Program at Baruch College concentrating on the unique history and culture ofAsian Americans, which would hopefully

knowledge Asians have of their types of Asians in the media, whether the students wanted to
heritage in America, and the -business, and politics. ''This learn about Asian' Studies or
need to understand their his- is a new concept for many, but Asian American Studies. Based
tory in order to-move forward.
clearly as Asian Americans, on the Black and Hispanic StudThe first topic discussed we would want to-learn more ies programs at Baruch, which
was why Baruch College even about Asian America so that caters mostly to current Amerineeded a Asian Studies Pro- we can find our role as Asians can based issues, it shows the regram. The answer was simply in America," stated Priscilla lationship of courses relevant to
that the world is getting smaller. Lu. C.A.A.S. itself feels that the needs of Baruch students. So
To. compete in such ·multi-cul-, any Asian Studies courses in definitely Asian American Studtural markets, it is imperative business can be offered into ies can, be said to be the courses
to understand the rich history International
business of choice for Baruch College.
and culture of the Asian popu- courses.
Hopefully the faculty and adrninlation. In order for progress,
Along' with several istration, led by Provost Lois
Bar-uch College must make it people from the faculty and Cronholm, can fulfill the needs
available for its students, the administration who attended of its Asian as well as its nonlead-to,the,creation_.oLan,Asiall_.futyr~_Je~d~!",~._Qf
_t~!J:!0rrow,. to the forum were panelists ProAsian students by providing
American Studies Department learn now. ' , " .
- -~, --- -":-vostLOlsCroMoTiii;-D'r. WilI~··t1ie~e-muc~-·heede1i'eourse-s~ "-()f
(coinciding with the Black and
The second topic was iam Eng, and Dr. David course, only time can tell.
Hispanic Studies Department). what did the students really Cheng. Provost Cronholm anWith the success of the
The forum's main goal itself was want: Asian Bt.udies or Asian nounced that she is actively in forum, C.A.A.S. now plans to
to give students a chance to American Studies. The forum it favor of an Asian Studies pro- move forward and work with the
voice their opinions as well as showed that the immediate gram but needs more informa- faculty and administration to
learn more about the move- needs of this school was clearly tion before anyt.hing can be "'create Asian American Studies.
mente
Asian American Studies. In a done. Among the issues' she For all the people interested, you
Students at.t.endin g The survey given out to Asians in the. was unclear about was can contact C.A.A.S. through the
forum talked about many issues spring of 1994 by C.A'.A.S., the whether the students wanted Asian StudentsAssociation to
involving their own Asian expe- topic Asians were most inter- an Asian studies course cater- join the movement. Together, we
rience. Among the topics were ested in was current achieve- ing to business or history and can help elevate the academic
the new roles of Asian Ameri- ments and struggles ofAsians in culture. Another issue she standards of Baruch College.
cans in society, t he lack of America. It included stereo- wanted to know about was
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By Francesca Geogriou

Last night, my friend
Adam told me the story of how
one night his father raided his
room in sear-ch of Ca n nab i s

For over a year
and a half,
Adam had been
growing several
7ft plants in the
hollowed out
walls of his
bedroom
closet!
Sativae. Unfortunately for him,
his father's search' was not in

vain. For over "a year and a it's illegal or not. It makes
half, Adam has been growing people feel relaxed, it helps
several 7 foot plants in the hol- them unwind, and people are
lowed out walls of his bedroom only going to do what makes
closet! He went on to say,
"Yeah, it was real easy, the florist around the corner taught
me how to set the whole thing
up." I must say, this didn't surprise me. It seems that everyone I have met either uses it
frequently, or, has at least tried
Marijuana once. How does
Cannabis effect the students at
Baruch?
According to a survey of
100 Baruch students, 14% said
that they never 'tried marijuana, 9% said that they had
tried it once, 74% said that
they've used it more than once
and 3% said that they used it
in the last 30 days. 1005 of the
people surveyed said that they
knew at least one person who
used' marijuana.
If it's illegal to use marijuana and other.drugs, why are them happy regardless if it is
so many people doing it? One illegal or not."
student answered, "I don't
Another student exclaimed,
think that people really care if "How can it be illegal if even the

~
(J1

president did it!" When I reminded him that the president
said that he didn't inhale, the
student said, "Come on! Like
he's gonna admit that he and
his buddies were smokin' up!"
I asked a few. other students how easily accessible
marijuana was to them. .One
woman who wished to remain
anonymous exclaimed, C'My
brother deals, he grows his own
too, so whenever I want some I
get it for free!" Another student
said, '"... one quick phone call
and it's delivered to the door."
By no means is a small survey of 100 students meant to be
an indicator of the whole. However, the issue of drug abuse is
relevant to those who do and do
not use. As in the days of alcohol prohibition, the people who
wanted to drink found ways to
drink, whether it was legal or
not. This seems to be the pattern in our society today. As for
what happened to Adam's 7 foot
Cannabis plants, his father
threw them in the street. Some
one stole them.
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He should cut the budgetfor
Waste and lnefficiencfl in
more cops on the streets,
his own administration
and
.
politics. in general•••Expense there's enoughalreadfl•••cut
the budgetfor building new
accounts, private
jails and use the money for
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educate than it costs to
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By Joanne Guo
what to do in a situation when you
According to a police report, might be raped and what kind -of
0-c the crime rate for homicide, roo- safety precautions you can take to
bery, and other criminal activities prevent it.
in New York City have gone down
"A date rape doesn't have to
except one crime. This exception be your date," said Detective
IS rape.
.Romano. ''It can just be someone
One type of rape which hap- you know. It is worse because
pens quite frequently among col- someone you care and trust violege students is date rape.. Date! lates your rights and your body,
acquaintance rape occurs when thus making it more traumatic for
you are forced or manipulated into you," she added.
having sex against your will by
The court system has
someone you know prior to the changed a lot towards the prosecurape. The rapist can be anyone one . tion of date rapists.' Prior to this
you know such as a date, a friend, change, it was harder to prosecute
an employer, a teacher, or even a
a date rapist because it is less apfamily member. Although date par.ent than a stanger rapist. Usurape happens a lot in New York ally, it is one person's word against
City, it is the least reported crime another's because a date rape is
because a lot of the victims are re- less brutal and leaves very little
luctant to come foward fearing that evidence. "A lot of times victims
nobody would believe them.
don't want to come out because the
Due to the seriousness ofthis society blames the victim instead'
crime, two female officers, Detec- of the rapist," said Detective
tive Seedman and Detective Seedman.
Romano from the Sex Crimes LiA majority of people, espeaison Unit of the Police Depart- cially men, .have thismisconcepment, visited Baruch College on tion that women who get raped
March 23, 1995 during club hours asked for it because they dress too
to give students more insights on provocative. Detective Romano
date/acquaintance rape. The two and Detective Seedman explained
detectives defined what date rape that rape is a crime of violence,
is. They cleared a lot of myths and anger, and power, not sex or pas. misconceptions about date rape,' . sion. People of both sexes, all ages,
.and they advised the students on professions, and styles' of dress
1.0
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By Stanford Lee
The
"Journalism
in
Cyberspace" forum was' held at
Baruch College's 7th Floor Conference Center in the William
and Anita Newman Libr-ary,
Thursday March 30, during
club hours. The forum had an
audience of over 100 attendees,
consisting of journalism students and faculty and students
who were just interested in the
future of computers and information industry. What is all
the hype about? ·For one thing,
the forum had distinguished
speakers including Rich
-Jaroalovsky, Managing Editor
from the Wall Street Journal,
Jennifer Tanaka, Assistant Editor of Newsweek and Andrew
Nibley of the Reuters Foundat ion , the organization that
sponsored the event. Other distinguished panelist speakers
were Assistant Professor Zoe,
from Baruch College's Library
departmen t, Dick Jones, consultant in new media, and
Frank Beacham, author and
specialist in new media. The
topic was the Internet and its
effect on journalism and the future of information delivery in
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-Being raped is
not your fault.
-You are the
only one W'ho has
a right to your
own body,
your feelings. If you don't
w arrt to, say so,
and don't let anyone push you further.
-There
are
m
reactions'
and feelings after
a sexual assualt.
All- of h em are
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have been rape victims, therefore and a trained female detective will
it is not true that only a certain answer your call 7 days, 24 hours
a day.
types of people are raped.
Onemost common question
aked by-studenta is that when
they
. CRl1lJ (fJ l]Jj (/J Tr
are in a situation of possibLy gettingraped, should they fight back?
The two detectives advised·the students to use theirjudgment. Since
every rapist has a different personality and motive, it is hard to ten
if they just want to rape the victim or actually hurt them. Most of
the times rapists have weapons,
and they are ready to use them, if.
necessary ''Therefore, if you feel
that you can get away with it, them
-Trust
struggle and fight back. But ifyou
know that you don't have a chance
of getting away with it, then you
should try to save your lives first,'"
said Detective Romano. "A lot of
times we ask the question-why
don't the victims fight back? It is
because people handle situation
differently, and when they are in a
situation ofgetting raped, theyjust
wanttobe alive because they think
of their family, friends, and other
arry
things that they cannot leave behind," Romano added.
To learn more about how to
protect yourself against rape, to
report a rape, or to find out more
t
information" concerningrape, call
the' rape hotline 212-267-RAPE oka~'
....,.
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relation to traditional publicaSome of the topics distion media.
cussed were opportunities for
The discussion started out independent writers to reach
with a brief introduction to worldwide audiences at a cheap
what the Internet is and Profes- and economical way via the
sor Zoe demonstrated how stu- Internet and opportunities for
dents can "surf the Internet" anyone creative J!o produce a
using Baruch's Computer labs product on the Internet that
located in the new Library. Pro- people may want. Also the effessor Bernstein, head of the fects of the Internet on print
-Journafism program at Baruch, publications such as the compeurged everyone to take advan- tition from independent writers
tage of Baruch's high tech fa- as well as other publications that
cilities and explore the Internet are reaching the same audienees
and discover what it bas "to of- via the computer instead of pafer. The Internet, also known perprint. The Internet provides
as the information superhigh- up to the minute news, faster
way, the Wild West of the 20th . thanprintpublications. However
century and Cyberspace is a. Mr. Nibley pointed out that this
new popular mediumof commu- information eould also be false'
nication. I t started out as a and may not be as reliable asthe
u.s. government project 27 well known publications. Also
years ago and has grown world Mr. Dvosky· and Ms. Tanaka
wide 'with over 5 million host pointed out that publication comcomputers and over 38 million panies still play a vitalrole in deworldwide users logging on to it livering news despite the many
daily. With its explosive growth advantages the Internet may ofin popularity, over 2 million or- fer, in that readers will always
ganizations h av e developed need someone to filter out the imwhat is known as a "home page" portant news out of the mass
on the World Wide Web, a sub- amount of "junk information" on
group of computers on the the Internet, a topic Mr. Jones
Internet, to reach customers had mentioned. Ms. Tanaka believes that the print publications
and other readers.
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are not threatened in any way
by the growth of the Internet
"and traditional journalism will
always playa key role in delivering accurate and pertinent
news to the public. On the other
hand, Mr. Nibley also stated
that publication companies
need to have journalists searching on the Internet for real-time
news and ·that the Wall Street
Journal has demonstrated this
consideration to be true. The
Journal had tJ1reegreat stories
printed in the last month that
their journalists had discovered
from the' Internet.
Mr.
Beacham also believes that
. there would be many altemative n~ws companies that would'
write good ·.news that diverse
Crom the mainline media which
cover all the same stories. The
Internet provides good alternativenews sources as .well as unlimited sources world wide.
Some of the problems remaining is regulation(should there
be or not) .and how will it be
implemented and how eouldjournalists adapt to this new medium for
delivering news. The answer will
shape within time but for now get
out there and start "Surfing the Net"
and discover what it has in store for
unn
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By Brennon Marcano
times even four times their body even coping with incompatible
Thomas Paine, an Ameri- weight. They have no favorite personalities, can slowly accucan revolutionary writer, once exercises, although some of mulate stress on the individual.
said "Time makes more converts them will tell you that Squat- This condition can cause nerthan reason," and if he was ting is the most important ex- vous breakdowns, hair loss,
around today he would repeat ercise, as it works the
tire stomach disorders and a list of
these same words while enter- body. Their finickin .,:,,:,. t other serious ailments often as. t:<"wni,',.
sociated wi th this disease. As
ing the' gym. .As time passes, observed in their '.,,'.'"
more and more people are join- consists of an. em .. ::tjJiS9ij·l·~1::. ime has gone by, stress, which
ing gyms. - Gone are the days of bohy drate intoak,,,,,.w~.:.:':.in.,,,,
. ·;.:a"·'th.e.".:.l·.·.r."l
found itself a nice home in
. -~.~~;;~-._ . ~.'·.\
, ..:..
~ ...
clichetical phrases like "Join a off season and .. y~i~iiipniSiEf~on···.'7((, 'technologised' society, has
gym!" and its successors sound protein intake.~ror~:Cbmpeti':;:·'c:l.: ed more and more victims.
more along the line of "What. tion.:';H"';},·,,·,,·L<··'·:··:':·;'·'··<'Tt!~. m though supplies an
time are you training?" or "See
The fina:.'~:ppiri~hegyinoutf for all this mental tenyou in the gym." Yes folks the are the inte·~4i..tE'.s':H'l'li~se..:.. sio~~, t is a fact that physical
age of the fitness freaks has ar- are people.o:.r.e:.n~~tz-ai~illg.eXert n relaxes the mind and
rived. They come in droves and to become ,~Ybuil4~r~:and·atso ...'. ces of getting stress are
in various shapes and sizes, but the same t:':~i'''.ii~~~tw~igllt··gr~ai reduced.
one thing is for sure, they have conscious.:~·~ir·J)urpose:iri'the'. H... .. e food we eat and the
ges we drink also pose
got their health on their minds gym var ,. :;':Crom:building 'b
and they want muscle.
muscle.,:\ealthfea80nsand , p'
ial threats to our health..
f ne which is present in cofFor one reason or another athle ·i~()gr~lDs,tobuilding.
these muscle martyrs and bulk
ee and tea, numbs the brain
,.. 'riitan.eff.'orttopass time
busters have refocused their
H,·a~~~li~~je,,:i9g:rams.
. and is addictive, and you can
";;:T11:::>:/::"17epiesentth
forget Decaf. Recent studies
priorities with an emphasis 0
."
eo":':~Jla.ve ' '.
have shown that decaffeinated
health. But why did they .
the gym, or for that matter
it.
coffee also has side effects. Let
now? The answer to th
"+:
us not forget alcohol which in
part of the riddle lies
excess has long as
1 as short
scrutiny of the persona
term effects, li
damage
the people exercising a
(long term) a
idents
sification of them in
from drinki
riving.
groups or categorie
(short term).
. Topping the
Moving
ali ty pr ofi les a
have food ad
watchers, the la
present in lot
pun 'intended)
other produe
Located mai
one of man's
dominal ben
a m ajorcont
climbing
~~ef5~
. er -or'ere.a.]
aerobics r
world. Q
es of cancer
watchers h
are fr;,<.~~:':· s, a common
task of trygto lofJe:;·.. tr
chlttxtlr("""
nd asbestos
-: .... ",.,.. "",o.,~
weight. Thei'·Ol1tiries·a:re ig
fspre;""'" t in the air we
impact and arevoid.ofll... 'YY
reathe .·;t:;·
poundage, as .,ength;"js·,: t
,
These.:::"
just a few of the
their major con~n.. Illst~
dangers'.
ing the average
they use light wel "'ts withn .
nian,an:: ith threats like the
merous repetitions·tJteexer.:.aforem .'. ioned ever increascise. This ca uses":·'t()b~·:
· Ing, it no wonder that he' has
burned and muscle to be .......([..,
· take"
p the decision to live an
Outside the gym their ma<,
. abo
average healthy lifestyle
concern is diet, which does n01
joined a gym. So sit back
necessarily mean abstinence
n
d relax. If you are an old pafrom food but rather intelligent
an 0
tron do not wonder about the
eating and a knowledge of the
owly person training next to you,
proper healthy foods that are
s be- study your own routine. Just
low in calories.
olive remember that the new faces all
Trailing behind the weight
dulge around the gym are a sign that
watchers are the body builders. In any p
nymore · society is literally listening to
Plagued with a thirst to be the .- to become a victim. The normal its heart and trying to better
best and have the best shaped man is equally at risk.
itself in an effort to adapt to a
bodies, these muscle houses
Stress is one of the major deteriorating environment and
push and pull weights that are problems that faces the average so everyone is in a hustle, to
twice, three times and some- man. Traffic Jams, deadlines, build some muscle.
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Professor's
Profile
:J{e t:aiK:§ for hours
~ stepping to ~ a breatfi
We allsit still
J4JtIiougfz. we're bard to tleatfi
Pens race across pages
In an attempt to taR! notes
?{pt. reaUy caring

.5tDout TTtULningkss quot's
:;U[ ey.ss are[ocused
On tIiL professor
5t.ruf I can't liefp out notice
'Iliat lie's an awejuf dresser
J'l pfaiJ{j~t .
J'l diuteruf sliirt
j<l combination so

ugfy

9-If!J eyes fiurt
on fte tafk§
Witfiout intervention
I u/onder if lie /(TUJUlS
9£obody's paying attention
j<ls
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51 question is as~
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Members of the Baruch
Hellenic Heritage Societu
celebrating Greek
Independence Day.
SUPER SALE!
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Tours 1-8CJ0.426-7710

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn up to
o weekly assembling circuit
ardslelectronic components at
orne. Experience unnecessary,.
ill train, Immediate openings
our local area. Call 1-602..6807 Ext.l02C

Individuals and Student
rganizations to promote
PRING BREAK '95. Earn
ubstantial MONEY and FREE
S.CALL INTER-CAMPUS
ROGRAMS 800-327-6013

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

~ ~U~~\OWM6

.......ch

A Taste Of Life Around

ALASKA JOB'S

I Need
Help!!!
.

.

I

-----------I,~ \
My Business is
Growing Too Fast for Me
Part-time Full-time Work
Available
Call 718-441-2358

FINANCIAL AID
Attention All Students!
Over $6 billion FREE Financial
Aid is now available from private
sector. grants & scholarships! All
students are eligible 800-263..
6495 ext F51331

ENGUSH AS A
SECOND
LANGUAGE

Experienced American
lady teacher will help you learn
, $6,000 + per month. Room +
or improve your English. Private
oard + Transportation! Male/
lessons in her Manhattan
emale. No expnecessary! (206)
apartment. All ,levels of English.
5-4155 extA51332
Conversation, diction; pronuncia--iioii, idioms, vocabulary building,'proper grammar, term
papers, TOEFL preparation.
Very patient. Female students
MaUing Products
. onl~ $20.00 hr. Free consultation
nd SASE to :' INTL 2221
eachtree RQad N.E. Suite D-415 and evaluation. Call 212-6794706
'It
·.4:~...~ .,.;.

Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000
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April 11th 6etting Inside the tntervtewers Mind "
(Sign up tor moen interview during Spring Recess).
April 25th Starting in a DiverseWorlfplace
All evems skeduIed FOR:
.
1:00 pm --2:15 pm
SkybC;1rr Room. 306 17 Lex
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TUPAC UP AGAINST THE··WORLD

J

,t

are ingrained in all of us, creatcellent in' their presentation of that affect ghetto youth, speaking a dangerous atmos·phere.·
"The Message," by Grand- ghetto reality and mentality ing to people who are never Stereoty.pes are taken as facts
master Flash was considered by while offering solunons and ad- spoken to, and making them . despite the popular notion of
many old school pioneers and vice. "So Many Tears" speaks to feel like they are worth some- political correctness. For inhip hop scholars as the begin- the brothers that" passed away, thing is what hip hop does. s-tance, as a. Puerto Rican,
ning of socially conscious hip and in "If I Die '2nite" 2Pac re-· Denouncers point to the vio- shouldn't I be stealing a car
hop. This song paved the way flects on his own ~ortality.How- lence discussed in the music instead of writing this article.
for artists like Public Enemy, ever, my personal favorite is' but it's real, unlike the hun- Stained minds produce stained
Poor Righteous Teachers, KRS- "DearMama," a wonderfullypro-dreds of people Arnold people. Hip hop exposes those
One, and more. In 1995, the
stains. Hip hoppers tell us that
messages of hip hop are being
the status quo isn't correct. Yet
misinterpreted, 'misguided and
hip hop is used as a scapegoat
denounced.
and until it's messages are acWith the release of his new
cepted, 2Pacandothers will not
album and the hard times await-be appreciated.
ing1Um in prison, 'rupac Shakur";-;'
Looking back, 2Pac said "I
and his music are symbolic of: .
never had shit growing up so 1
the current state of hip hop
.. -had nothing to lose. Now I want
music.
'to show what I've been through
2Pac made his debut on w¥ .
'to other people who have been
in
'91
with
Digital
through the same thing, show
Underground's "This Is An EP
how I narrowly escaped. 1 stand
Release" (Tommy Boy). Later
up for som~thing: 1 want to
that year he. made his solo. detake' thebatid and turn it to
but-~with 2Paealypse Now·:
(Interseopet.-- -·ft"Wlmt;-m:ddr-1t'J-~
-,,~- "tPae -bas proven 'with his
his next8Ibum-iil"SS-ffiCUy'4"'
. music and messages his status
My N.I.G.G.A.Z•••, went plati- .
.as a real hip hopper and with
num. His latest release Me
Me AaaiDst The World' he
A.gain~t The World 18 CUTtakes it to another level. Derently number one on the charts,
8pi~ all the negativity that has
but chart positions doesn't mean .
:ae~he,~s_till:.g~t8.
anything in hip hop. The music
tremendous· respect from' the
industry is an industry where '
hip hop community, and we wish
the 'best artists don't make
hfm the best as he and millions
enough money to buy a .
ofother Blacks and Latinos exit
euchifrito so chart positions·._
.: !romone hell into another. One
come in the form of respect and
, Love!
recognition from peers in the
streets.
Born and raised in the
Bronx, Tupac Amaru Shakur .
was well educated in' the old .'
school way of hip hop and his
.
music·refleetsthat. Unlike his
aDd actor TaPac Sh.Jmi-.
first two albums, the production on Me Against The World' duced song where 2P·acspeaks on Sehwal"zenegger kills in one
is mQrebalanced. The base lines the sacrifices his mother made movie.
The mainstream Hstens to
are tight" .the hooks and the love he has for her.
are better, .and 2Pac's voice
"These are some 'of the most 2Pac and other artists and call
can actually be beard. . Lyri- real things I've ever written," their refleetions on ghetto life
cally, his focus has increased. 2Pac says. "I'm not saying I have exaggerations and' dismisses
His anger, frustration, sadness, the answers, but there's a lot the their poetry as trash, yet brothand love are held in place and mainstJ"eam public doe~'t know ers~and sisters keep dying on
released accordingly. The vo- about and somebody has to tell the streets. Blacks and Latinos
fill U.S. prisons and, by concal adjustments he makes with
..
them."
beats; moods, and topics are
It is this mainstream 'audi-' tinually snowing Blacks in
paralleled by few in hip hop to- encethat fails to understand 2~ac negative' situations like O.J.
day.
.or hip' hop and label it "gangsta Sjmpson,Mike Tyson, Colin
"This isn't huffing and puff- rap." Hip hop has been stereo- . Ferguson, and Tupac Shakur,
ing and posturing. This is emo- typed as having negative effects the media sends out a sublimitio~aild in emotion and in mu- on children, teaching them hate nal message across the nation.
sic is where I express myself," and making them violent. How- As Guru of GangStarr' put it
T .V. and the news for years
2Pac says. It is the emotions ever, the truth is that hip hop is "
2Pac expresses' and the mes- not completely negatiye, it only have fed you this foolish notion
sages tha,t he seuda in his music becomes that way when it is mis- that blacks are all criminals,
that will reach people on the interpreted by people who are violent, low lifes, and even anistreets. &pngs like "Young uneducated in hip hop history mals....."
•
'These horr-ible messages
Niggaz," 4l~at" Around The "and culture. Addressing issues
.
Corner," and" "'Ou t la w " are exBy Manny Rodriguez

~4: .:

Administrative Center Lounge
135 E. 22nd Street
Cosponsors: Day Session Student Government, Evening Session Student G~vernment, Sigma AI' h~"{
~
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April 27th Career Day *

Delta and the Office of Career Services SB
*Business attire required
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Tune: 6:30 - 11 :00 pm
,PRIce: $50 peR peRSon
inciuies 4 hOURS OF CRUIse TIme, cboIce OF emnee,
LzqhT show, paRry iavons,
open soba ana JUIce' BaR, casb LIQUOR BaR.
Formal attire required.
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~sJ;LCOME. BACK HARPER!

••
By Jason Emerson
.No friends, Portishead is not a
mobile housing unit for hardware
tools. They are a unique, rather
eclectic group coming out of England geared toward .the glum at
heart.
The group, consists of studio
phenom Geoff Barrow and melancholy yet passionate vocalist, Beth
Gibbons.. Their debut album,
''Dummy" is ironically enough a
breath offresh, "sour" air. In a time

"In a time of cut and
paste bands, an original concept restores
hope in the creative
spirit."
of cut and paste bands, an original
concept restores hope in the creative spirit.
There are only two drawbacks
- to this album (as long as you don't
consider the resulting depression
which overwhelmsyou to be a drawback, then there's three). The first
is that the movement from one
song to another is sometimes unrefined. It's somewhere 'along the
lines ofhearing a song on the radio

"Dummy"is holding its own.'It's a
songthat goes beyond beinga song.
When music can be employed in
the art that goes .into writing a
song, there's the additional dimen- .
sion of finding the music to be
tIC equally entertaining. N obodyever
~ said that sounds in the background
~ needed to be secondary. In this
. . ~ case its utilization for atmosphere
:"~::::::. :x: and progression (which also in.'-~::.~: eludes regression he~e) makes this
';:~~,,: < 0 song all the more enjoyable.
><~.:;;~ ~
Other tracks worth listening to
f are the Sade-like "It Could Be

By
''1 see this as a series whose time
as .come," Valerie Harper says.
'With so many women in the work
orce, it's time we' had a show that
ddressed their problems at work.
nd not just their' problems,"
arper quickly added, ''but also
roblems that a lot of people, men
d women, are finding in today's
orking climate."
But as much as Valerie's new
eres for CBS, "The Office," will
ick up 'on many of the. difficult
ituations workingpeople arid their'
mployers face today, Valerie says,
'The show is primarily entertain-

i

Sweet" and the bitterbreak-up rendition "Biscut." If you like the
that you've wanted to get on tape, before driving or operating heavY' 'soundofbells,andenjoybeingalone
but you're on the other side of the equipment; However, there are a inthe dark then "Numb"and "Wanroom. You miss the first ten to handful oftracks which, when lis- dering Star"are the picks foryou,
fifteen seconds of the song. The tened to in a stable state of mind
respectively. If all you care about
second is that the lyrics of Beth you will find pleasing. In a time is a funked-out, lead-heavy beat,
Gibbons are sometimes so personal when a hit single makes an album
then pick up the album and ignore
and heart wrenching, that it seems it's comforting to think that you the words completely. Be aware,
as though she doesn't want you to might be getting your money's however, you may find that you are
hear them. From time to' time worth.
going around-introducing yourself
you'll find yourselfstraining to unBack to back, "Sour Times" and by your last name in a British acderstand her. The saving grace at "Strangers" are probably the two cent, carrying small guns and act-those moments are Barrow's bril-. most aesthetically entertaining ing very debonair.The undertones
liant selections of beats and jar- songs on the album. The first ofthe in some songs are very reminiscent
ring transitions.
two was the groups first single and _of spy flicks and espionage-like.
It is recommended that you do it has fared well, with the video Great for listening to before a
not listen to Portishead (the name achievingthe heralded "Buzz Clip" James Bond marathon.
is actually drawn from the town in status on MTV. The second is one
England where Barrow once lived) of' the prime reasons why
Recording duo PortiBhead: Beth Gibbons (left) and Geo#" Barrow.
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The fact that it's also intellient.....
"Doesn't take away from its
ntertainment value,"Valerie says.
. For those who haven't yet seen
'The Office," the show's premise is
sort of '1JpstairsnJo~stairs"
iew of life in corporate America.
here are the bosses and there are
he secretaries, and the line that
ivides them can sometimes be
rossed rather easily, and someimes become' an insurmountable
arrier, Valerie's character, Rita
tone', is a career secretary who
as worked in the office for 19 years,
aking care of problems, including
hose ofher co-workers, and watchng out for her- boss (played by
akin Matthews). There's an enemble cast, With characters whoach have their own stories to tell
ind struggles to get through.

"It's somewhat reminiscent of
'The' Mary Tyler Moor Show',"
Valerie says. "Except that in that
instance, the news room was more
important to everyone. In -this
case, I don't think it matters so
much what we do for a living. As
the writer (Susan Beavers, also
one ofthe executive producers) has
said; 'It's not like Murphy Brown
must beat 60 Minutes....' And, by
the way, Susan was 18 years old
when she became the secretary to
DannyArnold who created'Barney
Miller', so she's been both secretary and boss, and knows both
sides pretty well.
''The show is not a boss-trashing show or a male trashing show.
It's not like '9 to 5' at all: It's
probably much closer to 'Cheers'
with more women involved. It's
about people and issues and how
people are affected by them. The
pilot, for example, dealt with the
issues of overtime and pay equity.
aut the show is mostly about people
and how they relate to one another; bumping into each other,
getting mad at each other, loving
each other, gettinginto each other's
lives. . It's. very much like your
personal family; in this case, it's
your extended family with family-type-relatiorrships occurring in the
workplace. And I think everyone
can relate to that."
Valerie Harper could probably
have her choice of television films
and specials. So, why get tied up

again in a weekly series with all the she said to me, 'You know, Mom
demands that come with it?
instead of becoming an actress
"Oh, gee," she said, "I've really maybe I'll .be like Aunt Ginger"
been wanting to get back into series that's my younger sister - and be
television. And when you have a come an attorney."
director like Jay Sandrich, and
Valerie reportedly turned do
material like this, it's a pretty won- several other offers this year be
derful schedule. I'm able to take my fore she was given the script fo
daughter to school every morning. I 'The Office."
cometoworkby11andrmoutby5.
''That's true," she said, "an
Your work is very focused and it can I'm so glad I waited for this series
be hard with the most difficult day The writing is wonderful in gen
being Friday. That's when we come eral. But the character of Rita i
in at noon, work all day and then do someone I can really play and re
the two shows - filming it twice - I ally' soar in:' I love what the sho
mean taping it twice: I've worked so says about women, and not in
long with film, I tend to use that old heavy-handed way."
term. And we're out by midnight;
Valerie Harper mentioned
sometimes by 11 if things go well. new restaurant in the family..
"It all fits in quite nicely into my
"Oh, yes, and we're very happ
ofT-cameralife. Mydaughterisnow with it," she said. "It's calle
going on 12, so she has her own 'Regina Coeli,' which means Quee
schedule. My husband, Tony - and, of Heaven. It's located on L
by the way, wehaveourownrestau- Cienega between Santa Monic
rant now - is able to pick her up at Boulevard and Melrose. And it'
school. So we don't depend on house- very casual. You can wear jeans
keepers that much. We do have And If you like Northern Italia
one, and that certainly makes my food, that's what you'll get.
life easier as a woman, and; much
Now that ''The Office" i
easier for working women out there launched, Valerie says there ar
who don't have that support. Hav- other projects she might consider
ing to drop your little ones off at "But right now, I want to focus 0
child care must be terrible and dif- 'Sthis show. It's so special to me an
ficult, but millions ofwomen do it.~
everyone else involved with it
Asked if she thinks her daugh- a d I want the viewers to feel tha
ter might want to follow Mommy's way about it as well."
footsteps into show business some1995 by King Features Synd.
day, Valerie said, "I don't know.
She sees the work of it; she sees the
disappointments. The other day

.

----

Q.l'mabigfanof"Martin." A
friend of mine claims Martin
LaWrence was a regular on another one of my favorite ser-ies,
"What's Happenin'." Is that
true? I don't recall that, but I
remember that the character
of Rerun left the show after a
contract dispute. Was Martin
brought in as a replacement?
Rita K.
A. Martin Lawrence was a regular on the revived series, ''What's
Happenin' Now," which ran in syndication during the '80s. He portrayed Maurice, a teenage waiter
in Shirley and Roger's diner. He
did not, however, appear in the
original series which aired in the
mid to late '70s.
Q. Will Linda Hamilton'do a
third "Terminator" movie with
Arnold Schwarzenegger? I
would really love to see them
working ,together again.
Bernice W.

A. What are you trying to do,
Bernice, turn these two into the
next William Powell and Myrna
Loy twosome? But, seriously, there
is some talk ofgettinganother "Terscreen, perhaps bynext
, minator"on
.
summer. As you've probably
guessed by now, if it made money
the first time around, expect a sequel. If the sequel did well, expect
a third version, etc., etc. .
r

Q. Is it true Brooke Shields
and her mother, who was 80
devoted to her, have stopped

•

,.

...co
CJ1

co
CJ1

.

...

talking? I hope not. I remem-

ber reading how close they
were, and it would be terrible
if this relationship had been
destroyed. Elena A.

NBC series.

"Women of the 'House," and probe
ably won't send it back for another
retooling. It may be picked up by
another network. Ifnot, this marks
the second time the beautiful Ms. \
Burke's, post "Designing Women"
series have gone on to an early
reward.
Look for Delta and her husband, Gerald Mcftaney, to do some
TV films together. They may even
team in a new series. If that happens, remember you read it here
first.

Q. I was told that Robin Givens was ready to go back to
Mike Tyson when he gets outof
jail, but changed her mind
A. Brooke and her mother, Ten . when she learned he had beShields, are still close. But Brooke come a Muslim. Is this true?
no longer depends on Teri to make Devonne L>
all her decisions for her, including
choosing her roles (which some
A I've heard the same story but
Hollywood insiders say hurt the I've been told it's just one of the
young star's career).
rumors we can expect to see floatRecently, Teri Shields report- ingaround Iron Mike after his midedly asked her daughter to stop March release from prison where
seeing tennis star, Andre Agassi, he served a sentence for rape..
Have a question? send it to
who is six years younger. Apparently, Mama feels Andre has a thing
Q. I can't say Pm sorry that Evelyn Ltidigson, King Feafor older women (he was previ- "Empty Nest" is in its final sea- tures Weekly Service, 235 East
ously involved with Barbra SOD. However, I will miss Park 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
Streisand), and worries that he's Overall as Laverne. .Can we . 10017. Copyright 1995 by King
wrong for her beautiful daughter. look forward to a spin-off of Features Synd.
Brooke, who is now starring in her on her own show? Pam V.
Broadway's revival of"Grease,"has
ignored her mother's request, inA Absolutely not. Park was unsisting she and Andre will marry happy .last year when the show
as soon as their mutually heavy' was renewed. She said then that
schedules allow enough time to she felt the show was stale and
trade "I dos."
that going back to work on it was
akin to working on a chain gang!
-Q. Is Jennifer Aniston of
Take heart, though. Park is
"Friends" related to John providing the voice ofthe girlfriend
Anniston, who is in the day- on the FOX network's animated
time soap, "Days of Our Lives"? series, "The Critic."
I say she's his daughter. My
friend says they're Dot related
Q. Is Delta Burke's new teleat all. Who is right? Fran B.
vision series really going to be
.taken off the air? I felt it had
A I don't know if you bet on the promise and they could have
answer, Fran, and if you did, go given it more time. What's the
ahead and collect. Jennifer is, in- story on it? A Delta fan.
deed, John's daughter. And you
can bet he's as proud as can be of
A As I write this, CBS has, apthe success she's having with her parently, lost faith in the series,
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PC Computer Services
computer Sales, Repairing, Printers, Networking, Cabling etc.

P.dckage #1 with tile following:

l-ackage #1

"'

)

Intel Peatium Overdrive Ready
256K Fast Cat.:he SRAM
4M8 RAM expandable to 128MU
1.4MB 3.5"' Floppy Drive
42SMIJ Hard Drive
32-bil Ul/r(./ Fast HD controller
32-bil Will era! Aced. wlI MB
14" SVGA 1024x768 Color Monitor
TowerCasc
2 Serial. 1 Parallel & I Game Ports
MicroSoft DOS 6.22 & Windows 3 1 I
Hi-Res. Serial Muuse
Enhanced 10 l-kcy Keyboard

I SYSIIJO
SYS st z
SYS 1/ /4
SYS 11/6

4S6I>X 1 33

486DX2 1 50
486DX2/66
486DX41 JOO

$1098
$1J J8
$lJ78
$13J8

)

Mulu-scssion (2X) Internal CD ROM
(~1PC. Photo CD complaint)
16-bit Sound masler Compatible card
4 CD Titles software. speakers

srs #20
srs #22
SYS #24

486DX 133
486DX2/5()
486DX2/66

$1248
$1268
$1328

Package #1 with the following:
8MB RAM
730MB Hard Drive
15" J'S I280NI .28mm Color Monitor
Multi-session (2X) Internal CD ROM
I6-bit Sound Blaster Compatible can!
Encyclupedia + 4 CD Titles & speakers
SYS #30
SYS #32
SYS #.34

486DX 133
4861>X21 SO
486a;X2/66

$1498

$1518
$1578

For all your computer needs, contact AJ at:

(718) 268-2246
I"'REE DELIVERY ,IN~"ALLATI0N AND SETUP!

We provide quality service at the lowest rates.
Call for free estimates'!
ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PARTS AND LABOR.
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m. As The Expressinon
~ QfNothingness
~ Life is a 'memory

Forgotten like the .
fourth hand ofa clock

Winding into
nothingness
The clock spins on
its axis
And life shatters
. As it runs into the
ground
A child holds out his
hand
And life is penniless
They cry out
Searching for time
Alluding to the end
And fearing a
beginning.
-Rosario
Mastrogiacamo

The Northern Flow
gfTime
Time is a cascading
thing
That roars ·in its
trickling
Like the Nile over
A smooth, brown
stone.

UJ

For Release Week Of April

'The
anything neui, but
Trehhies have never

in

s

6- iI'

Have you ever
hauvinistic little
encountered it before?
timer
That entity with both
'otches conquered
hands protruding.
seconds.
ell me' when dinner Tstoear it hasn't a
is just about to burn. botty-.
'.
Thatthin
. ' . ~u.'WiIS:1iere
',. .
whei/tfi,.st!iaW light
e factory didn't
Here 'now,'with-'my"
'suture'
hair so long,
gaping wound
The constant reminder
marking separation
•
rom a siamese
ofyenii! everpresence.
other.
Your~ingways
have worn medoum..
ilver tumor dings,
Run away ~ it'ldll
catch JgDU.
'msuddenly
Such dgony ofyour
Pavlovian.
constant silence.
eat and you tic toe
through expiration. If I lied on a bed of
roses,
Will you speakJust
Omnipotent white
. once before I rest.
tombstone
Alas, the sound so
rings siient
stoeet, .
.
I on the stove.
Resonatingsounds in
nvisible notches
muhead:
being counted
Tick... Tock.'.-:.
n a personal time
-,
Tick... Tock... '
tombstone.

-NelsonLok

I: .

e
r::'

''Mr. Hero: The Newmatic Man,"
the new series for Tekno Comix,
there are no intense philosophical
observations, just the story of a
Victorian steam age robot who is '
re-awakened in the present. The
story has potential but writer
James Vance has yet to capitalize
on the possibilities that Gaiman
has lain out for him.
Science fiction writer Isaac
Asimov and ~~~nl'SpOCk'Nimoy
have come upwith another Tekno
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cling -Earth's-flrst

_0

Two

-.

10
11
9
ACROSS
6'
7
1
2
3
1 Singer
12
Campbell
5 Relative
15
8 Marrakesh .
resident
1-:-18~-""--+-'12 City of seven
hills
13 ActressAlicia
23
14 Spanish painter .~+--+-_
IS Wading bird
30
160porto's
33'
country
18 Share
200xlike
antelope
40
21 Hockey's Bobby
22 "Norma -"
1-4~7-I---I-~~4-23 Mother-Of-pearl
26 Sign'
1--4---+---1-50
30 Altar words
31 Have" a meal,
53
32 Island wreath
33 Doors
54 Federal agcy.
11 Brave
36 Anned conflict
36 One of the
37 Homes away
55 Prophet
17 Anagram of
"Golden Girls"
DOWN
rate
from home
38 An - and a leg
39 Current
1 Satchel
19 Wrath
39 Chinese leader
2 TV sheriff
22 Fall into decay . fashions
40 Game result
40 Cross over
3 Arab ruler
23 Small drink
43 Their job is
24 Commotion
41 Innermost part
4 Wise old man
in the bag'?
5 Savor
25 TIle heart
42 Killer whale
47 Egyptian seaport 6 Pri t
26 Dance step
43 Wharf
vy 0
.
27 Yale man
44 Fencer's sword
49 "Beowulf," for
7 Legal profession 28 Court barrier 45 'NASA's Sally
. one
8 Love token
29 Even the score 461.0. mark
50 Alms box
51 Maiden name
31 Common street 48 Cuckoo
9 Capital of
preceder
Latvia
name
52 Spartan queen
10 Isles off
34 Tooth hazard
53 Close athand
Ireland
35 God of 36 Down
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Do you
,have
.-

I t's One Of The Most Useful Credit .Cards On The

.... .- '

.poemy,
phoro(jRaphs OR
LJ'R~cs tiat you
wam TO shaRe?

Planet. UnlessYou've Stolen It.

Room 1522,:360
PAS.--··_··

'-~:,~\.:

- C"=1

-Orande Lasana
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FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF A MOVIE TICKET YOU CAN

, about seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (M:1ybc he

EN~OY ONE OF OFF-BROADWAYS .BEST KEPT SECRETS •••

C:2n

use it as :a coaster when he

THE SPANISH THEATRE REPERTORY!
entertains at the hideout.) So relax, You only have to

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT, COLLEGE STUDENTS CAN
PURCHASE TWO TICKETS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE ••.
',~

Now
.

for scuff' YOCl boughe•.

and you an' get a new card the nexe dJY~ It'll be accepted at millions of places,

Cd

. '

must sell wallers, Alastt'rCard. It's mot« drill! a credi: card, It's smart

PLAYING:

. FEDERICO GARCIA LORCA1S

pJ)'

"

.lusrr $,5*.

PEDRO CAl DERON DE· LA BARCA'S. UFE

IS A DREAM

..c._·
_--..· -

BLOOOWEDOING

I1I0"(,y.- •

.

_~_~

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQU~' THE INNOCENT ERENDJRA

..
.

AND OTHERs

~

..

".,
t:::. .'fJr'

'1'11I0 TICICEIS ·PIIR.

cneations TO
T1UDISIaTlOllS In

Your MasreeCard" is stolen, You panic, get

Jnl;ry. panic some' more, Then you c:all and cancel it. Now the chief is in possession ..w _

.. Sul3mIT yOUR

'

-Iason Emerson
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By Thomas Obarowski
, aliens, the title is destined to bea
In a medium stereotyped to be hit among the loyal and ageless
'just for kids," fledging company Trekkies. The series doesn't offer
Techno Comix has brought" in anything new, but Trekkies have
names like Leonard Nimoy, Isaac never shown an aversion to reAsimov and Neil Gaiman, tempt- hashed material in the past. For
ing former readers to dive back an example, check the T.V, series
With an ambitious
into their adolescent comic book ''Voyager.''
fantasies. These recruits have ere- , attempt to reign in more starated the concepts behind the power, Tekno Comix hopes to make
company's new titles, but have un- . their presence known in an already
fortunately delegated the \vriting
responsibilities to less noteworthy
series doesntoffer
talent.
. If there is anyone who could
give credibility to this eschewed
art form it is Neil Gaiman. The
awards he has received for series shown an aversion torelike "The Sandman" justifies the
the
case that certain comics belong on hashed material
the shelf in between the 'real' lit- past.~~
erature of George Orwell and William Shakespeare. .However, in crowded industry. Unfortunately
their use ofthis star-power is pure
6ENE 10 DDEHB ERR Y•
merchandising, and merchandising rarely relies on substance.
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By Thomas Camastra
To save the company, the Spade. Farley, the plump physi- funny and their road trip is
The last time Chris Farley dynamic duo has to sell a lot of cal actor, and Spade the short worth the price of admission.
•
and David Spade teamed to do a brake pads. They have to go out sarcastic actor, are complete
Overall Tommy Boy is a
feature film was Coneheads. and drive all over the Midwest. opposites. Yet their' chemistry good comedy. 'I'he script is great
Fortunately Tommy---Boy--is 'I'hisroad trip becomes an im- on screen is gr-eat. They are along with the actors. The film
'0. worth seeing.
perative part of the story. The friends·in real life, and that is may not get good reviews from
<C
Unlike Coneheads Farley car they choose is Richard's 1967 why their on screen characters other critics because some of the
humor may be taateless to them.
and Spade are the stars of Plymouth GTX. This car be- look so natural.
Tommy Boy. Everybody knows comes an unlikely star in the
Everybody knows a Tommy However, the humor is pure and
film.
this duo from 'Saturday Night
Callahan, a carefree clown that witty. The plot is basic, like
Live, which lately has not been
Peter Segal, who made his can get the job done if he puts most comedies, and it's defiup to par in the comedy depart- directorial debut, with Naked his mind to. ii.Many people nitely worth seeing. On· the
ment. Thankfully, Tommy Boy .Gun 33-1/3: The Final Insult, know a Richard Hayden, an ob- scale of 1 to. 10, I give Tommy
is full of laughs.
directed Tommy Boy. Fans of noxious person too serious for Boy a satisfied 7.
Farley plays Tommy The Naked Gun trilogy will be his own good. Tommy ends up
Callahan, .a college graduate treated to a different brand of changing Richard to a not so
who returns home to learn the humor. Tommy Boy is not a bad guy. Both characters are
family business. The problem slapstick comedy. It's a comedy
is that Tommy is no scholar. It with more wit than stupidity.
took him seven years to gradu- Both types of humor are great,
ate with a D+ average. His dad, but it is wit that carries this
Big Tom, the owner of Callahan movie. Segal is definitely beAuto Parts, is elated that his coming a rising star in the comson is home. Big Tom is also edy film genre.
excited about his new bride
Lorne Michaels is the proBeverly, played by Bo Derek. ducer ofTommy Boy. Michaels
Beverly's son Pau l , played by is best known for creating Sat.Rob Lowe, is, not happy to be a urdayNightLive back in 1975..
part of the Callahan family. He prod uced both of the
After an unfortunate accident Wayne'-s World, films, and is
to Big Tom, the company falls the executive producer of Late
into financial trouble. Many Night with Conan O'Brien.
-peop le in their hometown work He does have an impressive rea t the co rnp a ny. If the com p any sume, but lately Saturday
fC?lds, it wo u ld affect everyone. Night Live has been_ 1arne.
The only people that can save Maybe Michaels should work
the company are Tommy and harder to make Saturday
Richard Hayden, played by Night Live and Late, Night
David Spade. Richard, the with Conan O'Brien worth
former right hand man of Big watching.
Tom, is hesitant to help Tommy.
What makes T~mmy Boy
Not having a choice Richard ac- an enjoyable comedy'r The a.n- _Tommy._CaIlahan (Farley, Bight) andRichar.d.H~den(S.pad~
•.
cepts the challenge.
.swer is simple, Farley and
.Left) in "Tommy Boy'" ,
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12. ,JtUonls Lyric
(PoEggram)
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14. Corrina, Corrina
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*Tears For Fears wille releasing
a new album on June 27th.
*Vertical Hold will release their
new album "Head First" May 23.
*MCNUniversal Home Video will
feature seven titles in its Clint
Eastwood Collection. It will be
available on May 23rd.
*Hillel,FoUndation at Brooklyn
College will sponsor the first _
annual Battle of the Bands
Benefit Concert. The concert
will be held on Saturday, April
8th, beginning at 9:00 .p.m. at
Brooklyn College.Hillel located at
2901 Campus Road The cost of
the event will be $10 at the door.
*The Alfred mtchcock
Collection will be repromoted
starting May 23rd The Collection
includes Psycho, Rear Window,
Torn Curtain, Vertigo, and more.
.*Janet Leigh, who played in the
movie Psycho, will share her
intimate recollections on the
making of the landmark film.

•:
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·Voodoo Soup will be the latest
compilation album relased from
the late Jimi Hendrix collection.
It will consist of 13 selections from.
the posthumous collections "The .
Cry ofLove, " "Rainbow Bridge, »
War Heroes," and more. It will be
released on April 11th.
*There will be a book release this
June about the Irish band, U2.
The book is entitled "U2 At The
End Of The World" written by Bill
Flanagan.
*A Spain based concert promoter
is suing Guns & Roses for
cancelling a show in Madrid. He's
suing for $412,000 which were the
advance payments received by the
band. '
*David llasselhoff from
Baywatch will be releasing his
debut album for America on April
11th. He already an accomplished
singer in Europe where he has
released five albums, all ofwhich
have gone goldor platinum. .
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prizes Awarded for:
1st place: $100 Scholarship
2nd place: $~5 Scholarship
3rd place: $50 Scholarship
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Artist:
The Roots
Album: do you want
more7!1I77!
' ::: Label: Geffen Records
~ Rating: * * * *

.

-

~
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Steve Morse
Band
Structural
Damage'
High Street

Artist:
Album:
Label:

(D

en

"8~
UJ

Records

In a hip hop world
obsessed with funk, it's
very refreshing to see a
'group using a more unique
sound - jazz.. From
Philadelphia, the Roots
consist of Me's and a
complete jazz band (No
DJ's). They give us
different musical and
lyrical takes on every song.
Lead rapper, Black Thought
is an amazing lyricist with
refined mic skills only
experience and old school
knowledge can teach. His
vocal flexibility and
persona develop nicely
through the album. '
Musically, jazz and hip hop
lovers will appreciate this
bands depth and
production. Standouts
include the title cut,
"Datskat," "Silent
Treatment," and "The
Unlocking," which features
poetess Ursula Rucker.
This cut ends .thealburn,
giving us insight to the
female perspective,

* * *

Rating:

It is no mystery why the
readers of Guitar Player
Magazine. voted Steve
Morse best overall guitarist
five years in a row. So it is
no mystery why Morse is
back with his sixth solo
album, Structural
.Damage. Like the others,
this is an instrumental
album. An album with a
unique blend of hard
hitting rock tunes, along
with some acoustic works.
The opening track, "Sacred
Ground, " proves his
mastery of the acoustic
guitar. "Rally Cry" and .
"Structural Damage," are a
step in a different
direction. These two are
for the rock fan who likes
. something a Ii ttle faster.
All eleven tracks are
original and worth
r-.
Iistenlng to.
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BY'Thomas Camastra
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Men Volleyball Team Faces Off
Against Hunter In First Round Of
CUNYAC Tournament

.]1pcominKGames
:::".:llo"",oU
~~~~=

Am:iI
WednesdayFriday
Saturday
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Monday

5

3:30
3:30
12:00
12:00
4:00
3:30
12:00
3:30

Stevens Tech. (DR)
Alebertus Magnus
USMMA(DH)
Manhattanville
Stockton State
Nyack
CCNY(DH)
Drew University
,

By John Voro88
He continued by noted that
\f1fhey had a 12-8 overall CCNY and York split their
record, 4-4 in CUNY. They've matches this season.
9
already won Hudson Valley
Baruch did come form behind
11
Tournament, beating Cooper to pull off an upset against York
Union (3-0),and Webb Insti- at horne on March 22, winning
19
tute (3-0). What else could 3-15; 15-13; 15-9; 5-15; 15-11.
22
they want? Why the CUNYAC When asked whether he'd like
24
Championship of course.
to face City College or York,
On Tuesday April 4, the Yuen answered with little hesiDB denotes double-header
Statesmen will storm the tation that he preferred the
courts of York College in quest former.
Bold denotes home game played at Gil Hodges Field,
of the CUNYAC title. They'll
"York College, this year, has
McDonaldA ve., Coney Island, Brooklyn
have to face Hunter in the first been playing unbelievable," said
round, who they beaten at Yuen, "Their record is truly outMen's
home but lost when they're standing. The last time I played
away.
them, they were something like
Am:il
,- "It gives us a great advan- 18-4. They had a really good
3:30
Hunter
Wednesday 5
tage in beating Hunter," said season. York has the potential
4:00
Friday
7
Pratt
coach Johnson Yuen about the
winning it this year."
3:30
Lehman
Monday
10
fact that Hunter has lost it's
Through it all, Yuen still be3:30
York
Wednesday 12
. star. hitter from last season. lieves that it's anyone's game.
1:00
"We were able to beat Hunter "Even Baruch has a . good
CCNY
Saturday
15
this year once, and- I think with chance," he said, "They've been
3:30
Cooper Union
Monday
24
.--mY,fu:1I team-:t-here,we-hav-e,a ' play-iDgw-e11-,.they~ve-been..p1ay.;..
CSI"·····,.
3:30'
'Monda
24
. ' - -Y
greater chance of beating . ing together', they were 'able to
Hunter in three games."
pull it through and beat both
Bold denoteshome games played at the National Tennis
The other match would face teams in five."
CCNY against York.. Like with
Setting was a problem for the
Center, Flushing Meadows-Corona Park, Queens
Hunter, Baruch has beaten team earlier on this season, with
both York and CCNY at home, a new and inexperienced player
All times, date and locations are subject to change. Please
but lost to them away, and all at that position. Yuen feels that
contact the Health and Physical Education Department. the matches lasted five sets.. throughout the season, his confor any possible changes..
This gives York a slight, ad- fidence has improved and his
vantage since they are playing play along with it. But the key
on their home court.
to winning the CUNY tourna"Between York and City Col- ment will be for the team to
lege," said· Yuen about the serve well, another aspect ofthe
other match, "They both fairly game that has plagued the team
even in strength. It all de- on and off this year. As coach
Mium.
pends on who has the better Yuensimply put it, "Serving is
Lost 2-14
Away
.15 CSI
day.It'sveryevenlymatched." the. key to winning."
Won 8-2

7
8

nom

or

something desperately
needed in hip hop.
By Manny Rodriguez

",-,

Artist:
Channel Live
Album:
Station
'Identifica tion
Label:
Ca pl t o l
Records
Ra ting:
* * * *

Recent Games

Like any artist who debuts
wi tha huge hit like
"Medlstn, " we wonder
whether they can live up to
the expectations that their
first single gave them.
From New Jersey, Channel
Live are the newest
members to join M.O.P.,
The Artifacts, and Smif-NWessun as the top new
underground groups to
emerge this past year on
t he East Coast.
Throughout this album
Hakim and Tuffy display
intense, original styles,
lyrical depth, and
chemistry on the mie.
Production wise, KRS-One,
Salaam Remi, and Rheji
Burrell give Channel Live
rugged beats with-'
interesting hooks which
help characterize their
sound. All in all a good
theme, tight production,
mad skills, and madizm
~-'~make for new and
interesting hip hop. By
Manny Rodriguez
..
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19

Polytechnic (DH)

Home

SUNY Maritime
25 . Lehman College (DH)

Away
Away

26

Home

22

28

NYU(DH)
Nyack College

Am:il
2

Mt. 81. Mary's(DH)

Home

Home

\~~~.-

•

Won 9-4
Lost 9-17
Lost 3-21
Lost 4-19
Won - 5-17
6-6
Tie
Won 6-11

Lost
Lost

2;,.0
1-13

Men's Tegpis
23
24
27

Yeshiva
Jersey City State
Mt. St. Vincent

Home
Home
Away
··'l

Lost
Woil
Won

6-3

7-2
7-2
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SUNY Old-Westbury

Away

Men's Volleyball Regular
Season Results
p

omeG

Away Games

es

eens College Lost 0-3
Won 3-1
OldWstbry.
Hunter College Won 3-2
Won 3-2
CNY
Jersey City St. Won 3-1
Won 3-0
eshiva
Lost 1-3
_apo
Won 3-1
ebb Inst.
Won 3-0
SMMA
Lost 2-3

ohnJay
ork
Stevens. Tech

Won
'3-2
.
Won 3-2

Mt. St. Vincent

Won 3-2

CCNY

Lost 2-3

York

Lost 2-3

Sacred Heart

Lost 0-3

John Jay

Won 3-1

Old Wstbry.

Lost 1-3

Hunter

Lost 0-3

Lost Forfeit

.Totals:
.Home 9-3; Away 4-5; ,CUNYAC 4-4; Total 12-8
.
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By John Voross
.Last year the Baruch men's
tennis team finished second in
the CUNY Athletic Conference,
behind long time rival College
of Staten Island. Coach Steve
Mungalsingh and his team have
returned, minus some starting
players form last year, and he
expects them to do just as well.
That is, provided that the players show up.
The team already had to forfeit one match this season be-

In

a

. '

cause not enough players
showed up. Besides that,
Mungalaingh has faith in his
team. :
"I have a very strong feeling
that we'll playas well this season," he said about the team but
complained that it was lacking
in player commitment. In a
meeting early this week, Coach
Mungalsingh was visibly upset
when only four players from his
team showed up for a meeting to
discuss the lack players attend-

.

.

ing matches. Class schedules
seemed to be the most common
reason for lack of player participation. In addition, having
their matches in the National
Tennis Center in Queens causes
some problems, especially since
they really have no where else
to practice.
.
Ironically, M ungalsingh used
to be the coach for CSI, the team
that continually 100JDed over
Baruch. He cited that because
they have their own facilities

and have the resources to scout
in various high schools around
Staten Island, they have a
strong advantage.
Mungalsingh went on to add
that Baruch does have the physical abilities, and are strong
enough in their play to beat CSI.
But again, that's if all the players show up.
They are currently 2-2 and
have a four game home stand
coming up, three of which are
against other CUNYAC schools.
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By John ~Voross
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Oh,what a glorious day! Yes,
my friends, it's finally true.
Once again lean mention the
word strike within the pages of
this fine publication ~ for the
BASEBALL STRIKE IS FINALLY OVER!!! Well, at least
for now.
I remember- it as clear as it
was last Friday; actually, it was
last Friday. I was crossing the
Queensboro Bridge sitting shotgUD in my frtend's 'car. Something was mentioned on the radio ' about the strike and he
turned to me and said,."Ohyeah~
the strike's over."
What!?! The strike is over?
How could you say that so
nonchalantly? This was the biggest news since the Rangers won
the Cup; since the Ginats won
the Pennant; since Casey struck
out; since... , well you get my
point.
My Tuiins hat is off to US District Court Judge Sonia
Sotomayor for telling the owners to hit the road. Credit .is
also due to the
owners, though
. .....
. J

very little, for having enough
common sense to agree not to
have a lockout. It would have
been a long summer for some
people, no make that many
people, if for the first in one
hundred and twenty-six years
there was no baseball.
The most troubling thing
. thought is the fact that the players are taking to the fie_ld without a contract. The last time
something like that happened,
in the NHL, hockey fans continent-wide were crying over a
season .which started 'four
months late. This is far from
being over, because there's sull
no contract signed. It is almost
definite that they'll st~rt a season, but whether it stretches
for all 144 games is questionable.
People are asking how can
anyone go back and watch base- ball. They say we, ·the fans,
were betrayed by the .players,
that they're there to entertain
us and we pay their salary. Just
remember, they received not one
red cent from what we paid
while the strike was OD. And

put yourself in their shoes.
Would you give up free-agency
and accept a salary cap so easily
or a luxury tax? The owners
allowed the players to gain the
power that they currently have,
and now they're angry that the
players wouldn't give it up so
easily. Owners were warned
over fifty years ago that they
shouldn't let it get out of control, and they did.
The system by which baseball
works needs to be changed and
there is no doubt about that.
But please keep playing while
you change things. Just because
things' may not be going the way
you like, it. doesn't mean you
have to .ruin it for eve~oneelse.
The only thing that matters now
is that the. American pastime is
back. The,crowdsmaynot be asbig
this year as it· bas in the past, but
eventually fan support will grow
back to the way it was. Ripken's
streak is intact and, maybe, all the
recordithat were to be broken last
season will fall in 1995. WelcOme
Frank, Cal, Ken and Randy. Many
people don't care that YOU're baek
but many of usdo.

.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb.
18) You are inventive and are
inclined to be progressive. You
lie a great deal. You make the
same mistakes repeatedly because you're stupid. Everyone
thinks you are a fucking jerk.
PISC.ES (Feb. 19 - March
20) You have a vivid imagination and often think you are
being followed by. the FBI or
CIA. You have minor influence
on your friends and people resent you for flaunting. your
power. You lack confidence and
are generally a dipshit.
AIRES (March 21 - April
19) You are the pioneer type and
think
most
people
are
dickheads. You are quick. tempered, impatient and scornful of
advice. You are' a prick.
TAURUS (April 20 - ¥ay
20) You are practical and persistent. You have a dogged determination and work like hell.
Most people think you are stubborn and bull headed. You are
nothing but a goddamn communist.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20)
You are quick and intelligent
thinker. People like you because you are bisexual. You are
inclined to expect too much for'

Jason Elmer's Son
.
So I'm lying in bed on Thursleader. Others think you are an .
idiot. Most Leos are bullies.
You are vain and cannot tolerate honest criticism. Your arrogance is disgusting. Leo
people
are
thieving
motherfuckers and spend most
of their time kissing mirrors.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 . Sept.
22) You are the logical type and
hate disorder. This shit-picking
is sickening to your friends ..
You are cold and unemotional'
and often fall asleep while
fucking. Virgos make good bus
drivers and pimps.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
You are the artistic type and
have a difficult time with reality. If you are male, you are
probably a queer. Chances for
employment and monetary gain
are nil. Most Libra women are
whores. All Libras die of venereal disease.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.
21) The worst of the lot. You are
shrewd in business and cannot
be trusted. You shall achieve
the pinnacle of success because
of your total lack of ethics. You
are a perfect son-of-a-bitch.
Most Scorpios are murdered.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21) You are optimistic and

*
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Surgeon Declares ·NY~
GovBrain Dead!

Porno's a Big Hit

***********.***********************
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day night and I hear a tap on my
window. I roll over, draw the blinds
and 10 and behold, O.J. Simpson is
standing there stark naked on my
fire-escape. Seized by the eompul.sion all journalists are overcome
by, I open the window and invite
him in for an interview. What I
hadn't realized was that, trailing
.behind him, on a. choker style dog
leash was George Patakkkiwearing silver-.studded, Ieather underwear and- covered in raspberry
jelly. I put my foot down and insisted that his little pet remain
outside for the interview (besides,
my sheets would have gotten

Bennet Sauer
During press conferences,
Neuro surgeon ~ declares Patakkki wants to be known as
that George Patakkki has been The Furher presently.
clinically and legally brain dead
This illness is a new. major
for about a year now. The discovery, it is starting to come
shocked media looked in awe as out that this disease is spreadDoctor Dick Hurtz went to great ing to the rest of the
lengths about his tremendous Republician party. "It is called
hardship.
. Fascism 90's style"-Stated Dr.
"Due to a serious Crack Dick.
habit tor fifteen years, and his
"The people "who are in
too little. This xneans you are a enthusiastic. You have a reck- frequent attendance at country power, are totally brain dead."
cheap bastard. Geminis are less tendency to rely on luck clubs, he has become totally The Doctor know goes on. " The
notorious for thriving on incest. since you have no talent. The brain dead. Can't you tell, based only way that Americans can
CANCER (June 21 - July majority of Sagittarians are. on the budget that he is trying fight these brain dead leaders
22) You are sympathetic and un- drunks. You are not worth the to pass?"-The Dr. told the press is by protesting and constantly
derstanding to other people's time of day.
corps.
fighting for their rights. Or else
pTObl-ems-whieh~'mak-es~you--'--a ..' -. -. GAP-RWOBN~(Dee:--,2-2 ' - T h e -illness .haamade 'the thts~-natton wrfl be "Paesist!
sucker. You are always putting Jan. 19) You' are conservative Governor totally delus ion a l Amertcans need to wake up!l!"
things off. That is why you will and afrai? of taking.risks. y.ou . ~ with power. 'So much so, that he Hopefully this w:arningsign wil
always be on welfare and won't are ba si ca l ly chlckenshl~. has been known to 'parade make Americans realize how
be worth shit. Everybody in . There has neyer been a Capri- around in a Napolean costume our nation is becoming. Espeprison is a cancer.
corn of any impor.tance. You saying."! ani czar and I can do cially with the Doctor's an.LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22). should seek profesaionalhelp.
anything I damn well please." nouncement
~
.
You consider yourself a born

lmllTS-N-PlIlE(JlES
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sticky). He obl iged and tied
Patakkki up to the fire escape. As
he stepped through the window a
gradual transformation took place
and before he was all the way
through I realized that I was in the
presence of the OJ's and Hollier
Simpson. They too were naked,
which is scary enough, but on top
of that they had fangs! It was too
much for me to handle, so I ran to
the window looking for a bitof aid
in defeating these monsters but
. realized who I was running toward .
and succumbed to their attack.
Before they sucked' my blood I
woke up only to realize that I had
already been sucked dry by
Patakkki and went back to sleep.

Rober-t Maurer and
Bennett Sauer, two opposing
columnists ofTke Tickler; have
met for the first time and actually like each other. The two
columnists met at a luncheon
for politically incorrect media.
They hit it off so well that
there's even talk of them becoming roommates.

a thriving, beatiful house plant.
The plant was stolen from her
office in the Student Center
sometime last week. Fauna discovered the plant's abduction as
she was giving them their biweekly watering. ' If you have
any information on the disappearanceof the plant, stop by
room 1522.

* Erica Concepci6n para

* Out in Los Angeles, the

Manly, another Tickler staff
member, has fallen head-overheels in love- with her former
nemesis, Manly Rod. The two
met after a long and heated
battieover Rod's writing style.
Manly says that Erica is the
love he'd been waiting for.' In
fact, he's leaving the ghetto to
move closer to Erica who lives
in the suburbs ..

OJ Simpson trial is going where
it's never gone before-, A major
Hollywood studio has signed a
deal with OJ to appear in a
made for·TV mini-series. The
series, .which will air on June
13_', is in financial production.
Thfs is the first time in history
that a made for-TV show has
been shot and edited before the
trial has ended. Producers say
that Odinaisted on the movie's
ending. As you .m ay have
guessed, OJ is found not guilty
and Kato Kaelin is charged with'
the double murders.

Fauna Decor, The
Tickler's interior designer, has
been heart-broken of late. One
of her most beloved possessions,
*'
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Continued from page 1
is a stranger in his own pants. The
treasurer J. Guo is an innocent
looking girl who suffers froPl multiple personalities mental disorder,
one of her many personalities is a
penis craving fanatic who gets
horny over any phallus symbol. ,
Other officers include the
Film Advisor Cosmo Kramer, a
porno tnm lover who hopes he can
spend all his life doing nothing but
watching porno films. With
Kramer's critical mind and expertise in porno films, he advises club
members on which film to watch
and, which to skip. The Relations
Officer, Kevin Truong, is an expert
on .eheating Who is currently not
available for this school semester
~. due to a female stalker who tries
to castrate him relentlessly.
Hilldegard Capellan is the -80£1ware and Hardware Manager who
specializes in cybersex. He can
perform orgies with six different
computers at the same time. And
the Secretary Yim Wongfultills her
duties better horizontally. She has
just been named the best customer
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ever ofCh!p-N-Dales although she
is not over 21 years old yet.
. Every week during club
hours, numerous students would
gather in the Pornography Club's
.new meeting place, room 2318360
PAS, and watch hardcore porno
movies on their 54" 'big screen 1V
with stereo system of the best
sound ~ffeet sitting on all leather
couches.
Ever since its success story
is publicized, numerous universities have' inquired about chartering their own pornographyclubs
also. These universities include
prestigious and well-known ones of
which we are all familiar with, and
.they are going to· start,their own
pornography clubs very soon.
Now, if you are wondering
why you haven't heard about this
club organization, or why your
friends haven't told you about this
great club.. well, it's because this
club is too good a treat to be shared
with others, even 'with good
friends. Since you've fmished reading this ¢iele, don't feel left out,
jp!~ t1}~~,..
:P9rn~gr~p~y~ ~~l~b. today!
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By Cosmo Kramer

Since the establishment of this fine in- thing that has a more obvious relation to
stitution of higher learning in 1968, all the school, its environment and ,what ocBaruch athletic teams have been nick- curs therein.
named "The Statesmen." But things are
The CFNN even took to looking at other
about to change. For various reasons, the schools in CUNY when it came to choosing
Baruch College Department of Physical and a .new name. Taking such examples as the
Health Education, in conjunction with the CCNY Beavers, the Hunter Hawks, The
Sports Staff of The Tickler, have formed a John Jay Bloodhounds, The CSI Dolphins,
group, called the Coalition for a New Name and the York Cardinals, they eventually
(Q·FNN), to decide. on a new nickname and came to a decision.
logo for the athletes who unselfishly devote . There were countless rejected names sent
countless hours to represent this school.
in from. thousands of students, teachers,
One reason a change was suggested was coachea, dean's and alumni. The list inthe simple fact that many students didn't cludes:
even know our school had a nickname or
• The Rankies: named after a long
what It meant. Webster's College Dictiotime coach of the men's basketball
nary defines the term statesman, as', "a
team..
• The Blue Storm: blue is the
. highly respected.. ~.J1.<i .inJlue.J;l.t~~1 pol'it.ical
scliool'scolor anef if St. John's·' can- .
leader who exhibits great ability and devotion to the public ser-vice."
do it, so
With growing interest in Baruch's perforcan we.
mance in the CUNYAC, largely due to the
• The Corporate Raiders: named for
precise and comprehensive coverage by
the' fine brew of students who have
Tickler Sports, and in an attempt to keep
left these hallowed halls.
with changing times and vernacular, the
• The 'Milkens: named after one of
CFNN decided on a change.
our most famous, or rather infa
An additional reason was that no one remous alumnus.
ally seems to know' where the name stems
• The Bureaucrats: for the same
from. The CFNN decided to choose somereason as Corporate Raiders.
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rebutalf~ are hot
By Cosmo Kramer

welocrne

because
he
misspelled
You people, you're all driving me crazy! antiestablishmentarianism is completely in
Am 1 not read in this school, am I not ap- the past now. Just remember, when you
work for me, there is no oops.
preciated?
The pornography club has no problems
For months and months I've asked for
rebuttals to In That Corner and have yet getting new members (no pun intended),
to receive
one. I do realize that 99.9%·of why can't I? -Acrually, I'm in pretty good
.
the time what I'm saying is right simply with the critic, and if you write for me,
because being a conservative republican, maybe I can ev~n get you a discount.
Anyway, I lost the point I was trying to
I'm almost always right. But, in all the
countless articles I've written, I'm sure make. I've had it up to here with the likes
that that .1% has slipped through somehow. of you people. I can't take it anymore.
And it's not only that, but the factihat 1 Week after week I spill my guts and none
cons tan tly ask for writers and ver few of you' seem' to care. Well that's it, I can't
people answer. I don't bite, at least n t that take it anymore. There will be no more In
hard, and that incident in which I chained That Corner, or at least not urrtil I get some
a writer to the wall and beat him senseless type of rebuttal.
,

• The Penny Pinchers: because the
students have to deal with rising tu .
ition, rising book costs, rising tran
sit fares and salar-ies that stay the
same.
• The 4-5-6ers: because if you don't
take a- train, you don't get to school.
• The Crunchers: if you use the
trains or elevators this needs no
explanation.
• The Prey: because we always
seem tolose to Hunter..
The. CFNN finally.decided on theBernies
as the schools new nickname. Its origins
of course stem from the distinguished individual for whom this school is named,
Bernard M. Baruch.
The official change will take place starting in ·Fal1~rJ-g~"5·~wit~tlle~~~~s~~-ee~l"..
team being the fir-st; Of course the women
will have a slight variation when the
Women's 'Tennis and Cross Country team
start to compete, they'll be called' the
Bernettes.
New school clothing sporting the new
name and logo will be available in the bookstore in August,t-shirts will cost $49.95,
sweatshirts will go for $109.95, and fitted
wool caps will start at $69.95. .

Coming Next
Issue:
New Teams
Come To
Baruch
Including Nude In-Line
Skating, Indoor Full-Contact Tiddley-Winks Competitions, Synchronized
Drowning and the Ever
.Popular Canadian Sport of
Curling.

